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A SY TEM OF PHILOSOPHIC L APPAR TUS.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

the year
13, the Rev. William Fari h wos elected to the office of
J acksonia:n Pro~ r of Natural and Experiment l Philosophy in t
niversity of
(1 .) b

Cambridge, and soon after commenced a Course of Lectures on Arts and Manufactures, which he repeated yearly until his death in 1837. The plan of this
Course included the exhibition of models of almost ll the more important machin
which were then in use in the manufactures of Britain. This 1 him to conceive
the possibility of devising a s tem of mech io apparatus con isting of the
separate parts of which machines are made, so adapted to each other, that they
might admit of being put togeth r at pleasure in the form of any machine that
might be required. Thus the mod ls required for one day' Lecture could b
afterwards taken t.o pieces and the parts built up again in a totally ditfenmt
manner, so as to form the model required for. th next; and thu the bu.lk and

expense of a collection of separate models, which must always oppose great obsta.cl
to the teaching of this subject, would be removed. This happy thought he carried
into practice. and thereby enabled to furn · h a most attr tive and original
Course of Lectu . The fo
and constructions of manufacturing mechanism
underwent so total a change after this Course h d been arm d, that it is no
dispal't\,aement to its ingenious author to so.y, that his apparatus, framed in
accordance with the methods used in this country in 1813, became useless long
before 1837, a representation of British machinery, to say nothing of the various
d fects of contrivance, in his syst · m, incidental to the first attempt to carry out an
original conception.
When I had the honor to -uoceed to the chair in 1837, I was compelled, on

these ground , to reject the apparatus of my predecessor. But it appeared to me
that his idea of a Protean mecbnnism was capnble of being carried out in a different
and more complete maruier, so as to he of great practicnl utility, and of a much
more extensive application to philosophical apparatus in gene . A ailing myself
A
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INTRODUCTORY RlIMARKS.

of the facilities which the improved state of macbine-JJ11\ki.ng afforded, I endeavoured
to carry my own plans into execution, and have found the result sO far satisfactory
during the fourteen years that I have held the Professorshipt as to embolden me
to lay my system before the public, in the hope that it may~ in some of its parts at
least. be found useful to my professorial brethren and to e:~perimental philosophers
in general. It must be understood that this system has nothing in common with
that of .my predecessor, excepting its unive.rsal properties. Its forms and details,
and their entire system of connexion, are totally different.
In describing my apparatus, it will be observed that I have given the dimensions
and scantlings of every part where required, so as to enable it to be constructed by
any persons for themselves, or by the hands of their accustomed workmen. These
dimensions have been settled with great care, and in many cases after much trial

and alteration.
I h.-lye also ghren a distinct name to every part: such n nomenclature is
necessary in a system of this kind, to enable directions to be ·given to assistants) as
well as for describing arrangements in writing.
Tlle figures in the plates are all drawn to scnle, and most of them in isometricnl
perspective.

CH
0

PTER I.

THE WHEELS

~'11>

T D

KET.

(2 .) THE system about to be described consists of cenain definite parts,
including the principal form which occur in the moving portions of trains of
mechanism, the shap s and dimensions of which part are so arranged as to allow

them to be fitted together iu a great number of diiiet\-nt ways, and thus to oomposc
various machines, with the
· tance of a general y m of frame-work, hich
imilru-ly admits of in u.ilt up and composed of £e pnrt so contri,·ed as to
permit them to be uni
in various combinations. E
"al pie
are added when
required, as ill p
ly appear.
row every train of mechanism is compased of seri of mo eahle pieces, 1 each
of which is so connected with the frame-work, that when in motion every point of it
is constrained to move in a certain path. In by far the greater patt of these piec
the path is a circle, ort in other words; the pieces revolve ; and under this head also
nre included nearly all the pieces that are susceptible of b i11g applied in commou
to a. variety of combination ; that is, toothed-wheels, pull ys, or riggers, shafts,
lever arms for link-work. and so on.
Slidiua piec
(in which t11e path ·
rectilinear) are usuall form with an especial o dect ( xcepting racks) and occur
in uch a manner hat I have never found it advantagoo to give them a place in
the general system : · will be admitted when the nature of that system has been
explamed. Still less · i mquired to provide for pi
that move in cnrvilinenr
paths other than circol :r.
(3.) Toothed-wb el may be obtained of cast iron, and tho e which are flt for
our purpose are of the kind employed in the construction of the smaller parts of
manufacturing mecllanism. Spur~wheels may be had in sets of selected numbe1-s of
1 ee •Principles of Mecha:ni m.' p. 28. As this work wa-& ·ritt<>11 by me expres>Sly as a t ext book for that put oi M'Y Lecturea .hich l'elat~ to mechani~m. 1 &hall be n ~ce &arily compelled to refer
to it repeatedly in the coune of these pages.
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teeth, and all of the same pitch) so that any two will work together. The quantity
of these wheels, their pitch and numbers of teeth, must of course be determined by
the nature of the macl1inety or models to which the system in question is intended
to be applied. A few pairs of small bevel.wheels and mitre..wheels may be also
provided, and ratchet..wheels, as well as a set of worm·wheels of different numbers
of teeth, all of the snme pitch, with worms to match. Pulleys) or ' riggers)' for
belts or ropes, may be made of wood ; but if tolerably large, as from 8 inches

diameter upwards, are better1 and look lighter~ of cast iront and may be procured at
a moderate expense. (I have given more particulars of my own apparatus in the
note. 1) Every one of these revolving pieces must be accurately bored with a hole
one inclt. in diameter, having a key-groove, and the boss faced in the lathe on both
sides so as to reduce the thickness to one inch. The size of the hole must be exactly
the same in all. because they may each he required in turn to take their place upon
any one of a certain number of pieces) hereafter to be described, which are exactly
1 The wheels that I employ were furnwhed to roe by the welJ,.known :firm of Sharp.. Roberts~ & Co .•
of Manchester. These gentlemen have au extensive flSsortment of patterns for small wheels. and
will, I believe, for Jtcientific purposes furnish castings of any that may be requited. Their most
oornplete set of num~rs belong'$ to the size which they denominate ten ..pitck (see •Principle.a .of
Mechanism/ p • .?9), in the peculiar nomenclature introduced by Mr. Roberts. This is equivalent to
a pitch of fir" in the ordinary language of millwrights. Of thi!ii !iiize.. a $et of wheel& may be had
containing every number from 12 to 100 inclu!ive. with the addition of HO, 112. 120, 127. 134.
138. 144, 156, 180, 200, and p().$sib1y some others.
Twelve-pitch and sizteen~pitch wheels (i. e. t 11 and 1\/') may also Le prcx:ured. The size ·o f the former
is exceedingly good for the c~tmetion of model!, and perhaps better than tb.e ten-pitch. because
Ughter • but unfortunately very few numbers of tbi$ si~e ba.ve been ma.de (namely. 15 to 20. 24, ~8.
34, 54,, 69, 60,, 108, 12<.l) ; whereaa the ten-pitch i:et is abundantly complete. The li:rteen-pitck. !:et
includes wheels or all numbers from 16 to 60 inclusive~ also 64, 68. 10. 72, 80, 9-0. 96. 12:0. These
teeth are too small for the general purp-ose of lecture tneC'hanism, but make very convenient wheels
for some especial purpos~s. On the who,Je. the ten-pitc'f., although somewhat heavy. are by far the
be:st. far they ~re strong enough to drive machines doing work. such as :small lathes for tu.ming
metal, and the teeth are jll$t large enough to ~ ~en at a distance. The proportion$ of my frame.
work are all adapted to ~try ten-pitch wheel'$.
If the apparatus be intended merely to furnii;h the means of putting together certain examples of
wheel-work trains previou~Iy selected and arranged for a given Course of Lectures. it will be obviou~ly
unnecessary to procure more than the actual wheels 11equired for these machines; and the number of
these wheels may be reduced to a very few by e~erciitlng a little ~kill in setting out the trains so that
the same wheels may, as far as possible. be employed in different macbinee on :auccess-ive daye. But
" complete apparatus shonld be prepared to meet any cases that may arise itt the triltl -0f new co)Jlhioatioo:s and fresh machinery. and in the arrangement of change-wheel sy~tems for actual work. To
do thisJ at least one full $et of the ten·pitch wheels, with duplicates of the most frequently recurring
numoont (as SO. 60~ 120) 1 is required, to which should be added similar s~ts of the twelve-pitch and
of the sixteen-pitch.
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one inch in diameter.• The exact thickness of one inch · not so imperatively
necessary. It ia oonvenient in the set of spur-wheels, but in the oth rs the thicknes
may vary according to their nature, within the limits determined by the length of
the pieces which are to receive them.
(4.) Key-groov are a.l ays made with their BiJc par llel; but the bottom
of the groove may be either parallel tn the axis or · al· d. The first fonn i
usually employed when the wh el is to be retained b a fe ther or pin projectin
from the shaft or other iece to ,.hich it is to be .t h . But when the wheel
is to be secured to i sh ft b a edge, key, or colter,
it i termed, the bottom
of the key-groove must be inclined to the · ·s t the same angle as the wedge.
As a;n inclined groo e doea not unfit the wheel for being u ed with a feather,
provided the latt r i not too prominent for the hallow end of the groove, it is

better for our purpose to have the wheels furnished with inclined grooves., as they
will then suit either method of fixing, as the case may be.
(5.) Fo:r mounting the above wheels, &c. on a. e , to adapt them for use,
I always prefer stud-l!()cket-, if admissible. Fig. 8 (Plate I.) hows a section of the
simplest form of studet, of ·the dimensions adapted to the present purpose. 2
The sooket A B is of brass, one inch in diameter~ to
i e the wheels ; it i:
provided with a should
(A) (l f" diameter) at on
nd, and with a stron
screw (B) and octagon nut at the other. It is three inch and a half long, and th e
plain part a little borter than two inches; so that hen 'o wheels are placed on
it, the nut will screw th m tight against the shoulder (the wheel being each an
inch thick). A feather of the exact width of the key-groove · screwed against th'
plain part.
When only a single wheel is fixed on the soekct, the brass collar, fig. 12, must
be placed before or behind it~ to enable the nut to act upon it. This collar is split,
to allow it to pass the feather.
The collar-s may be made of hardrwood instead
of brass, in hich e e they hould be of larger diam
, to allow of a groo e
for the feather ; and an
rtment of snch ooden Dan of various thiclrn
mu t be provided, for the ud- kets are also required to receive wood.en pulley
of various thicknesses, mahogany eam-plates1 sheet.iron di
of various fonns, &e.,
l Machine-maken are ao much in the habit of making the parte of th.e ir machines in great
numbers, and also of replacing broken portions, that their anangementa a.r~ now succes~fully directed
to making pieces so accurately bored alike that they may fit any one of a number of other pieces:.
Wheels that are t.oo mall to receive an inch hole tnll$t he bored with similar accuracy. with a hole
f inch in diameter, or t inch, eo to fit pieces of those diameter!! re pectively.
" Stud-rocket!! of variou& pr<>portiona are largely employed in m nuf: etnring mechanism. I have
merely put them into the form m t uitable to my own object.
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nny of which may be fixed by such collars,. and at any distance from the
A, by placing collars of proper size before and behind.
The socket revolves upon a. stout stud c D, i inch in diameter, with a shoulder
or fianch c, at the back,, of the same diameter as the base
the socket, and the
stud is furnished with a strong screw and nut (E), behind, the screw being
rather more than l! inch long, so as to allow it to be fixed in $ hole in a
bar or other pieee of f:rame ..work to be presently described, the thickness of
which is a full inch. The plain part of the screw close to the shoulder must
be f inch in diameter.
'!'he front end (D) of the stud is pierced with a hole in which a pin is inserted
to keep the socket in its place. As these sockets are continually removed and
replaced on their studs, as well in the process of fitting up the apparatus as during
the lecture, whenever it is necessary to take the wheels off, or otherwise separate
the parts to facilitate the explanation of them, spring. .pins (fig. 15) should be

shoulder

or

used.

These are easily removed and replaced, are never liahle to drop out, and

will fit any l1ole.
1'he length of these sockets is quite sufficient for all ordinary purposes; but
as in some cases rollers or wheels are required of greater projection, it is
convenient to have one or two stud-sockets sim inches lcmf1 and of the same
dimensions as the above in every other respect. 1
Rollers and other pieces, longer than the stud.sockets, may he mounted
as shown in fig. 10.
In this figure the stud and. socket are precisely the
1

l The sixteen- pitch wheels and the small pinions of the ten-pitch set, below 00 teeth, do not
allow of an inch hole. They mttst he bored ! inch, and they are full 1 inch thick. It is neceasary,
when these wheels are used, to provid.e stud-socket$ for them differing frcm the above only in
dimeoaions. These sockets are 2i; inches long ; diameter of st:gds -iwt~ ; diameter and length
of the screw the same as for the larger 10tuds~ because th.ey are required to flt the aame holes in
the frame-work.
The length of the S<ocket a1lows one of the small wheels to be paired with one of the inchhored whei!ls. But a loose coll~r (like fig. 12), i inch bore and l inch external diameter, mu.s.t
b.;- placed on the socket to receive it. One or two of these J-inch $0Ckets may be made 4t inches
long. and others Ii long. The latter are especially useful for wooden di$b, levers, and otht!t
light pieces that would be prep~terously mounted upon the inch-sockets.
But. for the purpoa.e of combining smell pinions with farge wbeeb, I have sometimes found
it necessary to employ a stud~ socket of the form (fig. 9), because the atud, if made small enough
to carry a pinion bored only t inch. ii; too weak to l'!ustain the great wheel. This stud-socket
was made for a train of clock-wor~ in which. class of mechanism the pinions are always small
and the wheels large. In this ea..~ the wheel had 138 teeth, and the pinion only 12. both of t,enpitcl1; the pinion admitted only of a bore of b,alf an inch. and a stud sn:udl enough fot a stud-socket of
this diameter was manifest1y too weak to carry the wheel, which was 14 inches in diameter.

O~
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same as that hown in fig. 8; but the socket is placed in the reverse position,
having it nut downwards, 1 and the roller and other piece (A A) i turned
with
hollo ( ) at the top, Wlicient to allow the pring-pin to be inseJ' ed
in its bole: B B is a pinion (or any other heel, c.) by which motion is
communi ated to the roller from the rest of the mechanism.

(6.) There are several pie s, however, the forms of which do not readily
nllow of this expedient, and for which~ if placed upon the socket in the position
of fig. l, the projecting nut and tud would be an equal impediment.
uch,
for e.umple, is a handle which may be required to give motion to the first
wheel of the train; a d:IBk. the uppet surface of hich is required to be completely
at liberty; or an arm with n
centric pin, &e. Although such pieces may
be screwed to the top of a block similar to A {fig. 10), after it has been
placed on the stud~ it is better to employ the socket represented in fig. 13.
lf'his socket has the shoulder F F in the middle ; the part below the shoulder
is formed exactly like the previou. ockets in the r verse position (fig. 10) ; but
the pa.rt G, above the shoulder, is perfectly p1ain. ~
This plain portion will receive any piece that is provided with a lateral bindingsere , ruch as the handle, fig. 84 (Plate II.), he ftanch, fig~ 32~ hich is made
to carry excentrics or disks, or the coupling, fig. 37, which will crve to grasp
any odd-shaped piece that can neither be bored with a central hole nor screwed
against a flanch. These piec-es a.re more fuUy de cribed below. (See Arts. 30,
31.)

(7.) Another variety of stud-socket is show11 in fig. 11. In thi the stod
is consid rabJy shorter than the
ket, and the latter is kept in its p
during
its revolu ion by a sere a tapped into its shoulder, the end of which is
engaged in a groove turned at the bottom of the · tud. This allows the ocket
to revolve, but not to come ofl'. Any piece which is of such a form as to
allow of n short stem behind it can be fixed to this socket by inserting the
stem in the vacant hollow above the stud, and ccuring it by a crew !J b_
Thus in the figure, a pi e L • so shown, which is a section of o. pinion so
small as to fOl'bid a hole being conveniently bored through it. in the direction of its
axl$. to fit it upon the variou
kets already described. The pinion i therefore
l It is convenient that all the sockets thould be nt~d to their studs with cylindrical holes,
instead of alightly coniea.l holes. 1"hia allows the sockets to be placed with either end outwards
at pleasure.
s Tb projection of the end of the &tud may be reduced by th~ COIIBtruction shown in 6g. 14..
namely, by ulatitnting a &t sere and washer for the 'pring.. pin. But this plan is mon: expemive.
and does not allmv of dismounting during lectures.
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furnished with a stem M., which :fits the bore of the stud-socket, and the stem,
being inserted in the upper part ()f the socket, is secured by tbe screw fJ 6.
Any wheel required to connect this small pinion with the train must be
previously placed on the socket close to the shoulder, and also a. collar between
it and the nut. 1 This collar must have a hole bored in its side to admit
of the subsequent insertion of tl1e screw "f> b ; for it is clear that the pinion
or other piece ( L, M) must be fixed in its place after the wheel has been
secured to the socket by its nut.
Pieces that do not admit of being mounted for revolution on stud-sockets
require other devices, which are explained in Chapter III. I shall in the next
Chapter proceed to the frame .work by which the studs, as well as the whole of
the machinery, are connected and supported.
1

This nut is not shown in the drawing. but is precisely $lmilia to .. in figure
&erewwthread of the :eocket is aeen just above b b.

e.

and the

C IAPTER 11.
ON THE FRAME-WORK AND GUIDE..PULLEY .

(8.) IT will in tlie ne t pl e be convenient to how the nature of the
frame-work by which the ooket-studs descn"bed in the last chapter can be
fixed in their proper relative positions, so as to cattse tile wheels, pulleys, ot
other pieces which revolve upon them, to gear properly together and form

machines.

In arranging the parts of mechnnism. it will be found that their axes of
rotation may be required to be fixed in every possible position. whether horizontal,
\rertical, or inclined at y intermediate angle. Accotdingly, hen onr rotating
pieces have been mounted on stud-socke~ e must provi c the means of thing
their studs in any of these positions. as the case may require, and also at the
proper distances.
_
The most obvious way is to make a wooden frame for each especial machine,
and to bore holes in the frame for the reception of the tuds; care being taken
to design the frame so that the rails of which it is composed shall present themselves
at the proper angles and distance to receive the holes. 1
This method I adopt wh n the machine in question is frequently wanted for
nse, or when its construction i so complex that the puttin tog ther of its frame
b the more general
m about to be described would co rune too much
ti.ine. and require too man piece, to make the attemp orth hile.
But even this simple method has a great advantage over ordinary models ; for
after the machine h
n dibitedt the stud- ocket , wh , and other parts
of general use. can be removed, leaving the peeuliar 1 parts by which most
machines are characterized, and which may remain undi turb d, upon the framea See Art. 43, and fig. 43, Flaten.• for a,n example.
• Throughout this .Eaaay I uae the epithet pecidiar to charact.erize oll pieces and frames which
are constructed for one object oi- model only. in contradistinction to tho e piecea or frames which
Me ahaped to adapt themeelves to a great mBDy objects, or mod.ela in turu.
B
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work; and if the 1101es for the studs are carefully made, these, Witll their
wheels, can be readily replaced when the machine is again required. But the
quantity of such frrunes if they were employed for every machine, would lead
to serious inconvenience from their bulk, and they will be found perfectly
unnecessary for the greater number of cases. In many examples) machines
may be contrived in which the complex parts may be thus mounted in a small
peculiar frame, and the simpler portions, together with thispeculial' frame, be
fixed upon a frame built ·u p upon the general system. l'hus we obtain a machine
which, when put together for use~ is larget and its acting parts spread fortIl SO
as to be distinctly "isible to an audience; but wmchadmits of being separated
so that its peculiar frame and pieces may be stowed away for the next yeaes
Lecture; while its general parts are available during the entire Course, as
required.
(9.) The advantages of mounting the revolving pieces upon studs are variOtls.
When wheels are fixed to axes that are supported at or near each end, the framework becomes more complex; and if the wheels or any other parts liebetwetm
the two halves of the frame1 tbey are liable to be conc:ealed thereby. But when
stud-sockets are used, the supporting piece of the fram.e is wholly behind or
beneath, and thus leaves the revolving piece funy exposed to view; and the latter can
also be readily taken off and replaced, if requiri}d in the course
the explanation.
Again, the ateadiness of rotation depends wholly upon the stud and its8()cket,
and not at all upon the frame;. and the stud ..socket, wllichrequires good
workmanship, will serve for many machines, but the frame may be 8 mere deal
board with holes in it, or other simple form, which, being of comparatively small
cost, may be cut up or n.l,tered at pleasure.
(10.) I will now proceed to a system of framing which is built up of parts capable
of being combined in various ways} so as to make frames for the support of the studs
and other pieces in any relative position at pleasure. This mAy be called the
f1etteral 8!1s'iellt of framing, in opposition to the t?8]Jecial jramea abo'1e described.
In the first plaoe~ for the purpose of carrying the studs firmly, and of readily fixing
them in the various relative positions required" cast-iron 6rackets of six: diiferent
forms are provided. These are all showll in Plate 1., and are ,there indicated
respectively as No. 1, No. 2, and so ou. They will also be described in the
following pages as Bracket No. 1, Bracket No. 2, &0.
Each bracket has a head A. (see N G. 1») bored with a hole i inch dia.meter
and thus fitted to receive the screw (E, fig. 8) of any of the studs, which,
as already mentioned~ are .of the above diameter at the shoulder; also a BOle B, in
the middle of which is a. slit, full i inch wide (or rather I inch) J to receive
J

or
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the bolt or bolts by which the bracket is attached to the wooden or iron framework.1
The brackets differ from each other, as well in the direction in which the
stud is fhed with respect to the sole as in the height of the stud above it. In
No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3, the stud stands parallel to the slit of the sole, and its
axis is at heights of 8, 5, and 1t inches respectively above the lower surface. In
1'o. 4 and No. 5 the stud stands also parallel to the plane of the sole, but is
at right angles to the direction of its slit, and at heights of 5 and I-! inches
respectively. In No. 6 the stud stands perpendicularly to the plane of the

sole.'.I
In each of these forms the stud may be fixed with its shoulder either on
one side or other of the head of the bracket.
The higher brackets (Nos. I, 2, and 4) are also provided with bolt-slits in
the upright face, for the convenience of fixing other pieces, as will presently

appear.
(11.) The brackets are fitted up for use,. as follows, b3' fixing them to wooden
or iron stands or frames. For the purpose of uniting the brackets to these frames,
as well as the parts of the frames to each other, I employ bolts of the kind
termed coach-boll~. These have a circular and convex head, below which the
shank is made square for a short distance, and then continued as a strong screw
with a square nut. The shank is i inch square, and the slits in the brackets are
adapted to receive it : a washer must be placed under the nut, and if the head
of the bolt bears against a wooden frame, another large washer must be also
placed under this head, hut is unnecessary if the head bear upon the sole of
the bracket. A key or spanner must be provided, to screw up the nuts. Thumbscrews, or fly-nuts, as they are called, may be employed, 3 but I greatly prefer
the plain nut for its simplicity and firmness, and because it looks neater and
more engine-like, and is ~ides cheaper, as the coach-bolts can be had readyA mathematician will perceive that I have so designed these brackets, that ~upposi.ng their
soles to be fixed on a plane horizoutal or vertical surface, with the slits parallel to each
other, the different .forms give the power of placing the studs parallel to the three axes of
co-ordinates.
2 The dimensions ·o f the brackets are,-sole, 6" x 2}"; diameter of head, ll inch; thickness of
head, -fo inch ; thickness of sole,
inch ; thickness of upright~ 1' inch. The patterns of these
brackets and of the rectangle (Art. 15) are in the bands o( Meisrs. Holt:zaptfel~ 127. Long Acre.
3 Bolts with tly-nuts. are employed in fig. 45, Plate III. (Art. 45,) t.o fasten the two No. 3
bracket!lo to the b1idge. .B ut the position of these brackeb. from the nature of the apparatus,
may require to be changed.t to adjust their distance for different proportions of the curves; and
whenever ~ucb adjm~tments are required, fty-nuts are of course conveuient and appropriate.
1
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made in the shops. An assortment must be kept of various lengths, which I
will indicate as their uses ooour. 1
(12.) The wooden frames which constitute the bases of the machinery are
of various kinds, but all constructed on the principle of providing a number of
slits, i inch wide, for the reeeption of the bolts by which the soles of the brackets
are attached to them. Fig. 16 (Plate Il.), which I term a a/it table, is tlle simplest
form: it consists of four bars of deal, each 2 feet long,
inch broad on the upper
face, and 2! inches deep, arranged so as to leave a space of full t inch between
each. It is supported on two feet, so as to raise the bars a convenient height,
for access to the nuts below, and allow room for overhanging wheels, &c. Each
foot is, as the drawing shows, notched on the upper edge to keep the ban in
their places, and united to them by a single bolt; which passes through the
whole. Thus we have a table about 6! inches wide and 2 feet long, npon
which the brackets may be set so as to bring their studs int.o any required
relative position; and the soles of the brackets being laid transversely to the
slits, the slit of the sole is su:re to intersect one or more of the slits in the table,
so as to allow a bolt, or two if requited, to be passed through and secured> the
nut being placed upwards or downwards, as convenience may dfotate. The •slit
table ' is shown in use in fig. 42 (described below in Art. 42).
The mode of arranging a simple train
wheel-work, consisting of wheels and
pinions "with parallel axes, will be understood from the following diagram, in
which A, B, c> are the wheels, a, b, c> the pinions with which they respec-

lt

or

l Bolts unite pieces mo:re firmly than the clamps which are most commonly resorted to for
appatatlJ.$ i but bolts require holea or slits to be provided in the pieee:s wbioh they must nect8$1U'ily
pMS through. On the contrary, damps unite pieces. that are not s.o pie-rood. Occasionally, there·
fore. clamps must he employed. F.i g. 7 represents a. form that l ha\·e adopted. which ha• the
advantage o( not bruising the pieces to whieh it is applied. lt consiat.s of an L-.sbaped piece {B)~
tbe long leg of which is formed into a i!itrong screw. and provided with a large fly~nut. Tb.e nut
act!! upon another L-"Sbaped piece (KM). Which has a hole through which the SCTew passes freely,
go_ as to allow this piece to tak.e its bearing firmly by the leg M upon the thing to be clamped,
and by the other leg .K upon the back of the first piece H. l employ two- siz-es of these clamps.
differing only in the extent to which the jaw'S u x may be opened. The jaws and tlat part of
the backs are i inch thick and~ inch wide; screw about .fr; inch diameter. The range of motion
is of CQUr&e determined by the length of the plain part and of the serew. In the ~maller size
the opening of the jaws ranges from l t to 3 inches, and in the larger from 3 to 6 inehe:s. The
iruiide length o( the jaw 11 is 2 inches. A dimi:nuth·e form of this clamp is el$0 very t.l$efu} fur
clamping paste..boards to thin frame.work. or drawi11g-pape:r on drawing-boards. Its '>pening
ranges from 1 t-0 1 inch. It is -h inch thic.k and -h; jnch wide~ and the inside Jength of H
is- -h inch. Besides the plain ooach-bolts# hook-bolts aud 'J'..bolts are sometimes required, M well
a& a few tty-nutted bolts.
(See Arts. 32 and 46, and figs. 48, 49, Plate III.)
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tively gear; the wheel and pinion that occupy the same stud-socket being ..set in
the same horizontal line, and the characters =o indicating the place of the
bracket-sole and head respectively. The diagram thus represents a plan of the
relative positions of the mechanism upon the slit table.
The 1st stud carries a pinion a, which gears into a great wheel A, fixed
lst etud =o a
on the 2nd stud; and as the pinion and the wheel
should· be set close to the shoulclers of their respective
2nd slud =o ; l>
stud-sockets, the two brackets will stand with their faces
in the same line. But the pinion 1>, in front of it, gears
3rd stud =o u c
with the great wheel B, which is close to the shoulder
of the 3rd socket, and thus the 3rd bracket will be set
4th ~tud
=0 c
a little in advance of the 2.nd bracket. Similarly the
4th bracket will be a little in advance of the 3td, and thus all the brackets,
except the first, will be set in a slanting direction. Their great wheels will be
as close as possible to the head of the bracketJ thus laying the least strain upon
the stud ; and as each stud is mounted upon a.n independent bracket, it cau
be shifted about and set in any relative position to the others that will best suit
the pitching of the wheels_, or the nature and thickness of any other revolving
pieces that may also be mounted upon the stud..sockets. As the wheels are all
placed behind the pinions_, they do not conceal them.
(13.) The choice of heights at which the studs may be fi.xed, given by the
different forms of the brackets, is not always sufficient to suit all arrangements ;
therefore an assortment of wooden blocks is required, termed aole-blocles (fig. 17).
These are of various thicknesses, and their breadth, width, and slit correspond
eJactly to t11ose of the bracket-soles. Thus the height of every bracket may
be adjust~d as required. 1
The thicknesses provided should be f 't }", ~", 1", 2''; 3'1, and 4". In practice, it will be rarely
found neces~ary to employ sole-blocks ; the choice of heights given by the bracket!!! and adjustable
frame-work is usually sufficient, as the smaller adjustments required for pitching toothed-wheels or
for stretching bands can all be effected by the changes of horizontal position which the natnre of
the frame-work admits of !llrnost indefinitely.
It may at nrst appear that the different heights of the studs might be adjusted by forming
the brncket-head with a slit instead of a hole for the reception of the screw of the ~tud. But
I find that if a stud-screw be inserted in a slit, the last turn of the nut in securing it is sure
to disturb it from its p03ition by the wriggling motion which it gives to the !!Crew. The shank
of the screw being of course made square (or at least flattened on opposite sides) to fit the
slit. m\lst neeessarily have a little play to allow of sliding the stud into the required positions,
and this play permits sufficient torsion to produce the effect above described, which is exceedingJy
vexatious,
For example, if a toothed-wheel be m.o unted on a stud, and the stud placed in a
1
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(14.) Slit tables of similar construction to fig. 16 may be made, if required~
of different dimensions and numbers of bars ; but I iind the actual £orm and
dimensions of this example the most convenient ; and for machines that require

larger or more comprehensive frames,) the following mote general system is better.
A set of wooden bars is in the first place provided1 which are screwed together
in pairs, as in fig. 20.
The bars of each pair are united by strong screws
passing also through small blocks of hardwood (a a.nd h), which fix the bars at
full i inch asunder,. so as to allow the coach~bolts to pass between them. Such
a pair of bars l term a 'bed,' from its similarity to the bed of a lathe,. which
in like manner consists of two parallel cheeks of wood, between which the bolts
pass by which the poppet-heads are secured. Tlte bars of my beds are all of
the same depth, namely, 2l inchesi and their breadth varies from lt to lt inch,
according t:o their length. The beds are of ihe various lengths of 11 61', 2:'; S', 4!,
5', 6'~ and 10'. 1 It is convenient to have four or more of the three first lengths and
two eacli of the reI.Uainder. I make these beds and frames of deal for cheapness
and lightness, but possibly beech or birch might be better, as the repeated
screwing and unscrewing of the bolts is apt to indent the soft fibres of the deal.
This is diminished by using large washers.
It may sometimes be necessary to employ t.riple instead of double burs for
the beds, in cases where two bolts are required to hold a piece the slit of which
lies transverse to the slits of the bed, and which happens to be liable to great
strains.
(15.) Fig. 19 represents a cast..iron 'rectangle> employed for supporting and
connecting the beds. Its faces are 2i inc11es broad (the ~rune as the bracketsoles), their length 6 and 9 inches respectively, and thickness f inch. Each
face has a bolt..slit, as shown. Three or more pairs of these rectangles should
be provided, for they are not only applicable to the support of the beds, as
shown in figs. 27 and 39, but are useful in forming stands to which brackets
or other pieces may be fixed, and also in constmcting other parts of framework, as shown in fig. 47 (Art. 413).
slit in the proper position for pitching with another wheel. this small distQrbance of position
destroyt1 the pitch. The same effect dOE"s not take place when two ~lit piec:es, such as the sole of
a bracket and tbe slit table, are united by a holt ; for the position of th~ two pieces is flecuMd
by the contact of their surfuc~. and the wrigglitig above describ~ only aB"ects the bolt. It wiU
be seen too that the surfaces iu contact are much greater than when the shoulder of the stud
re-.sb upon the edges of a slit_ as in the former cue,
1 Jn the foUQwing de~<;riptions. for conciseness sake, a bed '2 fE.et long is termed a tJDo;ftet bed.

and so on.
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(16.) The beds may be bolted npoa pair of rectangles, or otherwise combine i
in various ways, 0 as to form frames suitable foy receiving the brackets with
their studs, or other pieces of apparatus in c\'ery useful position; and they arc
heavy enough to be very steady on the table. Commonly a single bed of S or
4. feet long is sufficient, but in many cases the frame may require two or more
beds, sometimes of di1ferent length, 01' beds in an upright position.
Valions exatJlpl of fram~ composed of beds and rectangles. are gh'cn ill

the subsequent figtrres, the maohines which they carry being described below.
'.rhus fig. 27 (Art. 52) shows a frame the basis of which is a 8 .. feet bed, bolted
on two rectangles, and the upright faces of the latter serve to support th
uprights of a lighter frame for small apparatus.
Fig. 39 (Art. 25) is similarly oombi~ but the reetungles also carry ca·h
a

o. 8 bracket on their vertical faces.
Fig. 40 (Art. 34) has a bed sustained by two wooden feet~ also employed
in fig. 41 (Art. 87) . These wooden feet, the form of which is sufficiently sho\m

in these ~0Ul'eS, are very convenient when a ingle bed i
d as a frame.
Each has throo bolt- holes to eJ10 of giving different positio
to the bed,
hich, when the machinery hangs over one side of it, as in fig. 41, requir
the feet to be longer on that side than on the other.
Lastly,. the machine shown in fig. 46 (plate ITI.) (Art. 47) is built upon a rectall"
gular ~ made by bolting two beds, one 2 feet and the other S feet long, aer
a pair of IS-inch beds. In this
- the rounded heads of tbe b 1 that unit
these beds, being downwards furnisb four point upon which the frame rest .
The rectangles may· also be used, without beds, in combination with each other,
or with brackets, to reoeive stud-sockets, to support models.. or in variou
1 ays to form the nucleus of th frames of mallet mechanism.
iV'hen a single
bracket or rectangle· snfIicient, it hould be attached to a small luue...lJoal'd (fig. 1 ).
~.rbis is a plain board,. about () inches by 6, with a short bolt inserted in th
middle, by which to secure it to the sole of the bracket or rectangle. It serves
to give extension to the base of the machine.
l

(17.) The stands and frames ju t described are adapted to rest on the lectw-e
table; but larger machines and more extended combinations require to rest on
the floor, and for thi purpose the beds, reetangl ,brackets, and other elemen
of frame-work, may be attached to the stool shown in fig. 2 .
This is a strong frame, con trueted, like the smaller ones already described,
upon the principle of providing lits for the reception of the i· inch coach -bolts.
It consists O-f two double frames, A BeD, E P G H J connected by t 0 stout rails,

l6
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placed near the ground. 1 'l~e halves of each double frame are connected at the upper angles (B, c> I\ G) by iron plates one of which is shown

1

and

K,

1

detached from the angle F at fig. 26. This angle shows the appearance of the
stool when the plate is removed. In using this stool it is frequently necessary
to fix a bed transversely on the upper surface of its top rails ; and to allow this to
he placed as c1ose to their extremities as possible, the following arrangement is
adopted.
Fig. 25 shows one of the bolts furnished with an oblong washerio k.2 One of
these bolts is passed through the slit of B c, and another through .F a, and both
also through the slit of the bed which lies transversely across, the nuts being
To enable the bed to be shiftedi if necessary, close to the angles
uppermost.
B and F, grooves are cut in the fop of the posts (sl1own at a near F), of sufficient
width and depth to allow the rectangular waslmr of the bolt-head to be moved
close to the iron plate. Without these grooves, it is clear that the washer of
the bolt could not be shifted beyond the innel" angle of F, and thus the bed
could not be fixed close to the extremities B and F of the frame.
SiIWlar grooves (shown at '1, near P,) are cut vertically. which are employed
"'hen a bed is bolted against the vertical faces of the legs. A bed in this
position is shown at s~ in fig. 41. When a bed is thus bolted to the legs of
the stoot the soles of brackets fixed to it become vertical ; but this is of no
consequence~ for the forms of brackets can always be selected so as to place
their studs in a horizontal position, if Tequired. 3
The frame, fig. 23; is employed by bolting its vertical rails against the legs
of the stool, for which purpose these rails have two or more holes bored in them,
slits being h1 this case unnecessary 1 as the slits in the stool-legs furnish the
means of fixing the rails at any height required.
'fhe rails carry a 3-feet
bed, the inner face of which is flush with that of tl1e railih as shown. Thus
the bed may be fixed either below or above the level of the top of the stool
at pleasure. A similar bed, with longer vertical rs.ils, mny be provided to
1

give the means of raising the bed still higber.
'11ie frame is shown in use in fig. 45, Plate Ill., where it is bolted to the back
of the stoo1 7 in order to support a drawing-board in an inclined position. (See
J The frames are 2 feet 6 inches high and l foot 9 incbea broad, and theit outer $:url'aces
2 feet 6 inches asunder ; so that the extreme horizontal dimensions of the stool are 2' 611 X l' 9".
2 3·i inches long, l l b:rou.d, and "t thick, of iron plate.
s The 1$1l.nle h$ppens when beds or brackets are bolted against the vertical faqes of thti troll
rectanglei;. (fig. 39).
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Art. 45.)
This stool allows beds of various length , from 8 feet upwards, to
be bolted on the horizontal Sl
e of its rails or against its leg$> in arions
, as required, be ti
either again tho inner
itious : they m y
or ou
nrfi
The beds
y be bolted
·eally - · st the fron of t.he
legs, so a to form posts h" h may similarly be set up agni:n th sides.
For the latter purpose the double rails (D, H) at the sides arc provided,' and
the post must be secured to the upper rails by a hook-bolt (shown detached
in fig. 48). A bed may also
bolted upon one of the double top Tllili in
their o
direction (as at F, 6 47), instead of lying
versely upon the t o
dou'ble top rails. By these ~
t ammgemen
employed singly or in com..
bination1
required, large and substantial frames m :y be set up, not only for
the reception of revolving mechanism, but ior the exhibition of num rou other

experimental arrangements which are required for the elucidation of me.chanical
or physical cience, and which are frequently omitted on account of the bulk
and expens of frame-work wh :n constructed expressly for such purposett. (Two
examples of frames thus built upon the stool
given in figs. 45 and 7.)
But it ill
be seen in tb
figures" that in many cases th b kets
rectangle , &c. DlBY be bolted to the frame of the tool without the int ention
of the bedsi or in combination with them, so as to increase the comprehensiveness
1

of the arrangement.
(18.) If a bed like fig. 20, about 6 feet long, be et upright and permanently
fixed to a wooden or iron foot, it forms a convenient pOBt to which variou con·
trivancea ay be attached ; or two such may be t t a convenient di t nee on
the ftoor, and one or more long horizontal rail or beds be bolted to them,
Tl:ie 1eontlings of the parts: o( the stool are as follows: The legs and horizontal top ram,
3" )( 2t'1 ~ the bottom front rail, 311 wide nd 411 deep. The double side n.ils (u, u) arc lt" thick,
being made thinner than the legs into which they are mortised, in order to allow the wa&bert
of the holta to pus behind them.
Th y may be 2t" deep. The .Iits of co~ to be lull f'
wide throughout.
The frame (6g. 23) has ita upper bed of the same 11C8Dtllng a fig. 20. and it.a vertical legs
':f' thick. to allo · their upper end$ to
between the n.ih of the bed : the lower rail only
senn to keep the legs together. and may be slighter.
It i1 UHful to p?QTide a set of ain le bars of wood. 3 feet long and 3 w 4 inch wide, each
"With • bolt-hole near each end, countersunk to receiYe the head of the bolt or n11t. These bar•
being fi.xed cl
together across the top rails of the atool, convert it into a table. with thi prorrty.
that a slit may be had at any part of it by th,ere setting the bars ap.nrt, or any ~i.ar bar be
inserted in the ecriu, as requil'~~ Tbe 011ter ban must be
ured by aqnare-heackd bolts like
bed-£Crewa, itb the heads upperm , the nuts being of the form of the wusber k. fig. 26, the place
of which they occupy.
1
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so as to constitute a very useful frame for suspending drawings or many kinds of
Lecture-Room deyices.
(10.) The connexion of lighter pieces than those which are usually carried
by the stud..sockets, or than the cast-iron brackets, may be effected by wroughtiron loops~ of which I employ the three several forms shown in fig. 22, A~ B, c.
They are made of i-inch square iron, the slit being1 as before, a full i inch
wideJ or rather, in this case, nearly half inch, as the workmanship may be rough:
A is straight and. 8 inches long; B nnd c haye upright branches 4 inches long,
and differing in this respect from each other;-that a plane passing through the
horizontal loop would in B also pass through its upright loop, but in C WQuld be
perpendicular to 8 second plane passing through its upright loop. These loops are
useful in a great number of ways,,-for carrying light pieces of frame-work and
connecting them with the frames already described,. supporting the fulcra of
levers or clicks~ assi.sting in clamping, and various other purposes that will
readily suggest themselves as occasion arises.
(20.) To return t.o the brackets, which~ as I have already stated, are intended
to supply the means of fixing the studs in any required angular positions. If
the first five forms of bracket be fixed upon a horizontal surface, it is plain
that their studs admit of being set in any relative angular positions in the horizontal
direction, and that the bracket No. 6 provides for the vertical direction.
If
any other angular directions be required, they may be obtained by fixing the
sole of the bracket to a vertical surface of the frame-work, or by combining the
brackets. For example,-let the stud be fixed in the head of bracket No. S.
If this be attached to the vertical face of bracket No. 1 by a bolt passing thrOngll
the slit of the former and the head of the latter, the stud may be set at any
angle in the ve.rtical plane parallel to the face of the latter bracket. Anyone
of the first five forms carrying a. stud may be thus combined together; but it
would be useless to combine No. 6 with the others, because its stud (being
paral1el to the bolt) would remain parallel to the direction of oue fixed in the
head of the lower bracket: such a combination wiU however, sometimes serve to
hold a stud over other pieces. In fig. 45, brackets (DJ E) are seen in combination,
not for tlie purpose of holding studs~ but for fixing a bed in an angular position.
(21.) These angular. positions are seldom required but fOl" bevel-wheels or
guidc- pulleys. Guide .. pulleys are so often wanted, that although they can be
mounted very well u})on stud-sockets and set in any angular position in the
above manner, it is more convenient to fit them to studs of their own. But
the most complete guide-pulley is shown in fig. 38 (in the left-hand lower
corner of Plate 1I). This pulley~ 4-f inches in diameter, nms upon a stud which
J
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is carried by a piece c, tapped to suit the screw of an iron looped piece A B
(a.bout a foot long). The latter has a loop, f inch wide and 6 inches long, at
the end A, for the reception of a coach-bolt: the other end (B) is formed into a
screw upon which tho piece c is placed, and flanked by a pair of binding-nuts,
so a.s to secure it in any angular position. The loop may be bolted against the
face of a bracket (as shown at D), or to any other convenient part of the framework, as at R in fig. 4 7.

By combining the angular motion round the head of the bracket-bolt with
the motion about the screw-tail of the loop, the axis of the pulley may be set
into any required position, so as to make its plane coincide with the directions
of any band which it is required to guide. 1
When brackets are combined in the way above described, or wrought-iron
pieces screwed against them,, the gripe of the bolt is much assisted by interposing
a thin leaden washer between the two.
(22.) The machines are sometimes required to be set in motion by a handwheel at some distance from them. In this case the band may be conveniently

guided by the ' tripod-8tretclier,' the construction of which was suggested to
me by the late Mr. Holtzapffel,, and carried out with some improvements for the
purpose of giving motion to a cutting-engine which I contrived in the year
1835.2 This tripod is a three-legged frame of wrought iron, the lower ends of
whose legs are 2 feet apart. They converge upwards and unite at a point 3
feet above the ground, from which point arises a looped upright bar adapted
to receive my f-inch bolts.
Against the vertical side or this bar the loops of two guide-pulley frames~
like that :represented in fig. 33, can be bolted so as to place their respective
pulleys in any required angular position. Two of the legs of the frame terminate
below in points ; the third is loaded with a heavy adjustable weight, made up of

one fixed lump of a hemispherical form which rests on the ground, and of
twelve shifting pieces (each 4l inches diameter and 1 inch thick)_, made, as
usual for adjustable weights, in the form of disks, slit so as to allow them to
be placed in any number at pleasure upon the bottom lump. Their whole
collective weight is 50 lbs.
'\\7hen this tripod is set on a floor, the two pointed legs take sufficient hold
the latter to allow the machine to revolve, without slipping~ upon the points,
and thus to lift the third or weighted leg a few inches above the floor.

or

l

:i

See • Principles of Meeh1Ulisrn/ p. 177.
The tripod-stretcher and the cutting-engine are ma1ull'actw-ed by Messrs. Holtzapffel.
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'The position of the pulleys and of the whole tripod must be so chosen that the
band passing from the great hand-wheel to the machine which is to be dri\!en
may be properly guided, and that the weight may be held up by it) as above
described. '.rhus the band will be stretched by the effort of the weight to turn
the tripod about the line pussing through the points of the two legs that rest
on the floor; for as the pulleys are fixed at the top of the machine, and the
weight at the lower end of one leg, the rotation of the other legs about their
pointed extremities produces a vertical motion of the weight and a nearly
horizontal motion of the pulleys. Thus the band is kept tight, for the handwheel and the wheel to be driven are usually very nearly at the same level.
The convenience of this stretcher is, that it can be set down in any part of
the room required, without any prerious fixing, and the pulleys will even move
sufficiently to accommodate themselves to the band, when the driven wheel is
mounted on a travelling carriage so as to shift its position during its actioJl 1 as,
for example, is generally the case in cutting or drilling machinery.

CHAPTER Ill.
ON THE SHAFTS AND TUBE-FITrINGS.

(28.) HAVING now explained the principal parts of the frame-work, I will return
to the arrangements of the revolving mechanism.
I have already stated the advantages of mounting these parts for exhibition,
as far as possible, upon studs; this, with a little contrivance, may be done;. to a
very great extent. No doubt a. long stud is liable to bend, and its diameter
being necessarily greater than those of the pivots of an axis or shaft supported
at the ends, introduces greater friction. But the forces and resistances of the
machines we have to deal with in the Lecture-Room are rarely of sufficient

magnitude to occasion inconvenience on this score. Nevertheless there are com..
binations in which shafts must be employed, and I "ill now explain the manner
in which I have arranged them, in conformity with the system of frame. work.
When the pivots or nooks of shafts are sustained by two C plummer-blocks/
'pedestals/ or other ;upports independently attached to the frame of a machine
as usual, great inconvenience necessarily arises from the difficulty of fixing these
pedestals so tha·t the axes of their holes shall coincide with the direction of the
shaft; for as every practical mechanist knows, the holes in the pedestals which
receive the pivots or jomnalsmay separately fit the latter perfectlYt and yet
it will be found that when the pedestals are to he screwed to the frame, a great
deal of oareful fitting and adjustment is required in putting them together;
otherwise the direction of their holes will be twisted, so as to set the shaft
perfectly fast, and require the insertion of wedges or hits of paste .. board, or
careful filing of the seats tLoaainst which they are fixed. Processes of this kind
are plainly out of the question in putting lecture-machinery together.
Such shafts as are wanted must therefore be fitted each in it.s own carriage
to which the pedestals or bearing-holes are permanently fi.."{ed, so that this
carriage may be bolted to the frames already described when the shaft is required to take its place in 8.- train of machinery; or else the pieces which sustain
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the ends or ne-0ks of the shafts must he so contrived as to obviate the necessity
of the above-described troublesome adjustments.

(24.) Fig. 35 represents a cast-iron carriage adapted to our system. It
carries a. sl1ort shaft, l inch in diameter, and 5 inches long between the bearings.
The latter are fltted with caps, with binding- screws, and oil·ways so that the
shaft is very steadily mounted in the most complete manner. The shaft is not
intended to receive revolving pieces bet'\\-reen the bearings, and therefore does not
require to be dismounted. But the ends upon which the wheels" &c. are to be
fixed project, the one 2 inches and the other 3 inches. A fiat fillet is filed upon
1

these plain parts1 and thus any large wheel or rigger, provided with a bindingscrew in its boss, or any other piece similarly fitted with binding-screws, as the
handle (fig. 34), or the ftanclt (fig. 32), i. may be attached to the shaft. But the
toothed-wheels and pulleys described above (Art 3),. which are all bored with an
inch hole with key-grooves, do not readily admit of the addition of a binding..
screw. For these the 'lengthener, (shown in section, fig. 36) is provided. This
is made of iron, and has a socket with a binding..screw by which it can be fixed
to the end of the shaft. Its left-hand portion is I inch diameter., aud bas a

feather or a pin to suit the key .. groove of the wheel, and a screw and nut by
which to fix it in its place against the shoulder.
The 'c<>upler/ fig. 87, is also intended to fix short pieces of inch-shaft to the
ends of the carriage shaft, in order to lengthen them, if required~ and will also
serve to attach disks or other pieces that admit of a short neck or stem of hardw. ood,
1 inch diameter, being fixed to their books.~
The cast-iron carriage has four bolt-slits, two of which are seen in figure 35. It
may either be bolted to the beds, &c.J or directly to the stool at any part most
convenient. It is strong enough to carry a small ily-whool of 2 feet diameter,
like tlmse employed for :five~inc11 latli.es. In this case the carriuge may be bolted to
one of the top beds of the stool; for example, midway between Band c, fig. 24; the
See Arts. 30, 31, fQr the d€scription and use of these.
The most complete way of arranging the eod of the carriage shaft is to cut a square-threaded
screw upon it whieh does not interfere with its cylindrical form, and therefore ailO'Ml an mch-boted
wheel, or two. to be fitted steadily upon it, and pressed against its shotildet" by the nut. There
may be a. fiat place filed up-0.n thill screw, which will not disturb its action; or better* a groove
sunk in it for the reception of a leather that will thus adapt it.self to the key .. g-rooved wheels,
and may be remov~ if it be required to fix a wheel which i:s simply bored and Dtted with a binding side..
screw. The sqnat'e - threaded. ~rew should atop ahort of the P-hou}der ~ to leave a {tlain pa.rt for
the binding-screws to act upon. which might otherwise bruise tbe thread. When a 1Jltaft is thus
provided with screws and nuts. its shoulders must be both outside, not both together '$.S in the
ngnre. One carriage may be fitted up with tb\$ kind of $halt, and another with the plain shaft.
l
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fly-wheel, which mu t be provided with 8 strong binding.. orew, howd be placed on
the inner end of the shaft, so as to revolve within tllestool. The handle (fig. 84)
being then fixed OD the outer end of the shaft, will be at a convenient height for the
and, and a useful hand-wheel is thus arranged. by which motion may be given by
all assistant to the 1arg class ofmoohines J which ate built up n the stool or fixed on
a separate frame i or a treadle may be fixed bela ~, the link of which may act npon
sholter handle-arm. If more convenient, the wheel may revolve outsid.e the stool,
and the handle or e
-arm ':thin it.
One or two shafts in carriages of this description are n
Cor strong work,
and are applieahle to all
in which the limited
gth of the haft is no incon.
venience. Bot the mo t OOtnprehensive method of a:rranging shafts is that which is
described in the next Article.
(25.) The shafts, in this general method" are plain turned iron rods of the
several diameters of 1" t fi, f'J f'. For simplicity~ however, I will at first
confine the description of the arrangements and appendages to the I·inch diameter,
and apply them to the other diameters afterwards. The lengths of these may be
S/ 2', l', and 711 , By ;y of pedestals to support and guide them in their rotation,
I employ pieces tcnned tllbe-filii"$- ·'
ThetJJe:fttlm!l (fig. 29) I make of gun-metal or b
in one piece. It consists
of a tube , . 2 inches in length, bored to fit the !--in,eh ~ and 1i inch in
external dia:rnete:r. The b
of this tube presents a tlat mace parallel to the bore,
from which projects a stem P,t ineh diameter and 2 inolles long~ having a strong
screw upon it, provided with a nut (omitted in tI1G drawing). This stem ,and
nut serve to fix the tube to the heads of the brackets} which, it will be rememoored, are bored with a t-inchbole, and the direction of tll.e tube may thus be fixed
at any required angle in the plane parallel to the face of the bracket. Also, the
bracket can. be shifted round the bolt which fixes its sole to the frame,. and the axis
of tlris motion is perpendicular to the stem or the tube; -0 that, by combining the
o motioDS, the tube am be fixed in any reqtt:ired di.rcotion. 1
Fig. 39 is intended to show the manner in hieh shafts m be mmmted. u.pon
this SYStem1 It represe:o a frame carrying two ·hoCta, the lower or which (A.) is
horizontal and parallel to the bed. and the upper CB) inclined both horizontally and
vertically. Each shaft i carried by a pair or tul»tlttings in brackets. The frame
is composed of a a. feet bed (0) upon rectangles (D, E). The tube-fittings .of tbe
lower shaft are carried by No. 3 brackets (J!~ 0). bolted to the upright faces of the
rectangles. Thus each tube can swivel about its verlieal stem and the ltO,riZlFlztal
bolt of the bracket, and the troublesome adjustment described in Article 23 IS
J

I

J.

J

See' Pritlciples of Mechanism: p.

~80.
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wholly avoided; ·for when the shaft is in its place, and the n.uts of the stems and
bolts moderately fast, the tubes of themselves are compelled to take their places in
the line of direction of the .shafts> and the nuts may be then screwed fast.
The upper shaft (B) shows how an inclined position may be given. In this
instance the higher end of the shaft has its tube. .fitting attached to a single No. 1
bracket (x.), and that of the lower end to a No. 8 bracket (H); and these brackets are
also so disposed as to place the shaft ooross the direction or the bed horizontally.
In similar ways any required angular position may be given to a shaft with respect
to the frame, and the tube~fittings will always accommodate themselves to the line of
the shaft, as above explained. 1
In selecting the proper brackets for any required position, it must be remembered
that the a.djustability of the tube to tAe litte of the eltaft depends upon the former
having two axes of adjustment (namely, its stem and the bolt which fixes the
bracket-sole), which m~t not be parallel to eaeh other, neither must the shaft be
parallel to the bolt.

lt follows, therefore, that the bracket No. 6 is not applicable to the support of a
tube-fitting) because its bolt would be parallel to the stem of the tube. Also:- no
form of bracket can he applied to tlie support of a vertical shaft, if its sole be placed
horizontally) because thus. the bolt and shaft become parallel. Therefore* when it is
required to support a. vertical shaft by a tube..fi.tting, the frame must be so arranged

as to place the bracket-sole vertically.
(26.) To prevent the endlong motion of the shafts, which are mere plain
cylinders unprovided with shoulders or necks, rings must be employed. This device
is usual in manufacturing mechanism when a shaft requires to be often taken out
for cleaning or adjustment. Two ringsJI fitting the shaft aoonrately, and secured
upon it by binding-screws, are attached on each side of one or other of the pedestals,
or tnbes, if the latter be employed ; or, if more convenient, they may be fixed either
close to the innei- sides of the tube, or to the outer sides. i

It is pl&in that in either

1 The tube-fitting was suggested to me by a somewhat sitnilar method of supporting shafts in ·&O'Me
machines at Manchester. In these the shaft p~sed thr<>ugh a ahort cylindrical tube of metal or hard-

wood. The tube was imerted in an iron ring whfoh had a tail attached to it,. tapped with a screw and
nutted. This tail being passed through a slit in the frame ..work. and the nut put on and screwed~
the tube was grasped and pressed again1't the frame, and the slit allowe.d aufficient play to en.able the
tabe to settle iteelf in the direction of the shaft; but by no nteati$ the uni.venal adjn5tment aft'o:rded by
the form I have been led to ad.o pt.

a. 0 . b.

c. P. d.

In this diagram, if the line represen.t a shaft, and o F the place of the tubes. it is clear that we
have the choice of lour positions for the two rings i namely, (l) at a b. (2) at c "· (3) at. /Jc, (4) at a d.
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of these four manners the shaft will be free to revolve, but prevented from sliding
endlong. If a wheel or other piece be fixed on the shaft close to either tube, it will
manifestly render one of the rings unnecessary.
It will be seen that the system of mounting shafts just described is well adapted
to our purpose, because it leaves us at liberty to place the bearings at any convenient
di.stance, and to choose any required projection of the free ends of the shaft. A
narrow flat fillet may be filed along the shaft, to receive the pressure of the binding~
screws by which the rings and the other pieces about to be described are attached to
it. This fillet will not impede the rotation of the shaft in the tubes, and it serves to
receive the small burrs or bruises which the screws are apt to produce when
repeatedly applied, and which would disturb the smoothness of the rotation if
allowed to be impressed on the cylindrical surface.
(27.) Some or all of these shafts should have deep conical centre-holes at their
ends. 1 'rhis will enable them to be mounted occasionally to run between cmdrepoint8,-a method which has much less friction than the tube, and is also useful for
vertical shafts. In the latter case the lower end of the shaft may rest upon a. point~
and the upper be supported by a tube-fitting, especially if the upper end be required
to run free,· to sustain a disk, for example. (In fig. 47, Plate Ill., such a ver..

tical shaft is shown at A.)
One or more pairs of pointed centre-screws of steel must be therefore provided,
each having two nuts, and the external diameter of the screw being i inch. The
screw will thus fit the holes in the heads of the brackets, and may be secured by a
nut on each side of the head. This obl-iates the necessity of tapping the hole to fit
the screw. The head of the screw should also have a conical sunk recess to receive
the point of a revolving shaftJ if required; in which case it must be placed in tlie
bracket so as to present the head to the shaft. A pair of brackets thus provided
with centres must be bolted to a bed or to any convenient frame.work~ so as to
receive the shaft, and the screws may be adjusted by turning the two nuts simultaneously1 until the shaft is found to revolve with proper fre.edom. 2
(28.) The toothed-wheels, pulleys, &c., which, as above described, are bored
with an inch hole:t are fixed to the shafts by the intervention of a piece termed an
adapter, shown in section in fig . 33. This is bored with a f . .inch hole to fit the
sbaft, upon any part of which it can be secured by the binding-screw. Its external
diameter is one inch, and it has a shoulder below> through which the binding-screw
x If each shaft ia tur.ned in a single length between centres in the lathe.. the original centre-holes
will answer the pu:rpo5e; bat if they are c11t from one long rod, the centre-holes must be m.ade after-

wards.
3 In fig. 46 the shaft B of the swing-frame i% enpported by centre .. sCTews of this kind. If it be
required to support a shaft whieh has small pivots at the end, a pair of imall tube-fittings may be used.
D
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is tapped, and a nut and screw at the opposite encl Its length is sufficient to
receive one wheel. To prevent the wheel from slipping round, a feather may be
fixed to the adapter ; but as one wheel only is placed upon it, the feather need not
be prolonged as in the stud-socket, upon which two wheels are usually mounted;
and, in fact> a pin of sufficient diameter, driven tight through a hole bored in the
shoulder of the adapter, is sufficient, and is simpler. 1 Three or four of these
adapters are required, some of which should be longer than the above, to receive
pulleys or riggers that may he thicker than one inch 1 or t\VO wheels, if need be.
(29.) Long rollers or cylinders, however~ are better secured to the shaft by
boring a ~-inch hole through them which will fit the shaft. The roller must then
be placed upon the shaft between two shaft-rings, one or both of which has one or
two stout pins fixed into its edge, so as to lie parallel to the shaft (as shown in
fig. 30). These pins being inserted into corresponding holes in the roller, and tlie
shaft-rings secured to the shaft by their binding-screws; the roller will plainly be
completely united to the latter.
(SO.) Thejlanch, fig. 32 (shown in section at A and in front at B), is useful to fix
pieces to the shaft in cases where the nut and shoulder of the adapter, by projecting
on each side, may be in the way. 'l'his is especially the ca.5e at the free extremity of
a shaft. The fianch is made of cast iron or of brass; it is bored to fit the shaft, and
has a projecting boss behind, with a strong binding-screw to secure it thereon: the
face is turned flat, and about 3 inches diameter. Three holes are bored at equal
angular distances near its margin~ and a fourth opposite to one of the former., os
shown in the figure. These four holes are tapped to receive strong screws.
Small excentric pins" for giving motion to the rods of link-work, &c. may
he attached t.o the :flanch by these screws, as is shown in the figure. 1l 1he pin k
is carried by a slit piece l m, which admits of au adjustment that may give it
any desired excentricity, from zero to a radius a little greater than that of the
disk. For greater distances another pin may be provided, fixed to the extremity
of a longer looped piece.
By means of these screws also, pieces of wood, such as large disks camplates, riggers_, excentrics, and so on, may be fi~ed to the :flanch, and thus to
the shaft. Generally the lltree holes will be prefofl'ed for this purpose. The tzco
opposite holes are adapted to fix bars carrying excentric pins, or nny similar
1

contrivances.
1

I sometimes employ a screw tapped into the side of the adapter. the head of which i$ filed square
to 1it the key-grom·e of the wheel. This has the advantage that it may be removed if the wh~l be
required to slip round. A &imilar screw~ with an oblong head, may be u$ed for the etud .. sockets; if
tapped into the plain pa.rt of the socket. with its centre one inch from the shoulder;t it will cateh both
the lower and upper wheel.
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If the proje~tion of the screw-heads be objectiona.ble, they may he sunk below
the surface of the wooden disk; but if the latter be required to be attached to
the extreme end of a sha.ft in such a manner as to leave its outer surface perfectly
unbroken and smooth, three pins must be fixed to its inner surface, so as to
pass through the three holes in the fianch; and the pins being tapped at their
extremities, nuts and washers will attach the disk to the flanch. Such a disk is
sometimes required to receive ~drawing-paper in meclmnism for tracing curves, and
in such cases screw-holes or other disturbances of the surface would interfere with
its action. A disk mny also be fixed to the end of 8 shaft by a stem fitted to the
couplel'~ ftg.37, as explained in Art. 24.
(31.) The lever arm, fig. 34, has a boss at one extremity, bored to fit the
shaft, and having a binding-screw. The arm is bored ,",-ith several holes, or else
made with a slit. It is intended to receive either a wooden handle (B), as in the
figure, which converts it into a winch for giving motion to the models, or else pins
(A or c) for link-work motions. The connecting-rods of the latter may be made
of wood. The long pin Cc) combines the office of a handle and of an excentric
pin, as will be more apparent below, in the explanation of fig. 40, in which
these lever arms are shown in usc.
The flanch and its appendages (fig. 32), the lever arm (fig. 34), the adapter
(fig. 33), the lengthene:r (fig. 36), and the coupling-tube (fig. 31), may all be
employed in the stud-socket system by fixing them to the stud-socket, fig. 13, as
already mentioned above (Art. 6). But for this application they will require to
be bored with an inch hole, if the stud-socket be of an inch diameter; whereas
the set of apparatus just described is adapted for i . inch shafts, and therefore bored
with -i-inch holes.
(32.) Here it may be remarked, once for all, that in any system of pieces
which are required t.o fit together in varions combinations) it will necessarily follow
that the larger machines will appear too light and the smaller too heavy; for
as the transverse sections of aU the pieces of the same kind in a common system
must be the same., to allow of mutual fitting, while the lengths may be and are
di:fferent~ the longer pieces will of course tend to a light and weak proportion, and
the shorter to a clumsy and stronger proportion.
This objection is not a very serious one in the ordinary purposes to which
the plan is applied; for the parts of all machines, whetller they be originally small
or large,-watches, mouse-traps, or steam engines,-require all to be constructed
and exhibited upon a ~cale thnt will make them visible at a distance, in the same
manner as the draughtsman delineates the small parts of mechanism on an enlarged
scale, and reduces the larger ones. :But in a complete apparatus the proper
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remedy is to establish two or three definite sizes, in every one of which a set
of the parts above described must be made. These sizes I have~ in foo~ already
indicated. Thus there should be an inch set~ in which the wheels are bored
with an inch hole; the stud..sockef'.$ an ineh diameter; the shafts i inoh diameter,
with their tube-fittings and apparatus to suit, as in the description given above~
also a f-inclt Be.t, in which the wheels being bored inch, the stud-sockets are
finch diameter, and the shafts! inch diameter, with their proper apparatus.. These
two sizes are sufficient ior most purposes. A still smaller set, adapted to thin
wheels cut in brass plate, might be sometimes useful.
For some machines of the larger class the inch..bored wheels may require to
be leet1ed upon shafts l inch diameter for greater atrenfjth, instead or being fixed by
means of adapters upon i-inch shafts ; and therefore a shaft or two of 4 foot and
S feet lengt.h, with rings and tube-.fittings, should be provided. Larger diameters
of shafts than these are beyond the requirements of the system ; but short shafts
of i inch diameter are useful, because they fit the !-inch holes of the bracket.heads, and are otherwise of a good proportion.
Thus we have the four diameters of shafts mentioned at the bt\,ainning· of
Art. 25; namely, l';, fJ;t, f'';J -f. , in each of which sizes an assortment of lengths
must be kept, and one or more pairs of tube... fittings, shaft-rings, and adapters,
to each size, and there must also be a handle to each. Separate Ranches are
not so necessary: a flanch bored one inch will tit the stud-socket, fig. 18:> or an
inch shaft, and may also be fixed to ! inch diameters by mean.s of a. split collar
(fig. 12) which is thin enmtgh to yield to the binding-screw, and enable it to
grasp the shaft. Similarly? a ftaneh bored i inch will also suit a half.inch shaft
by means of a split collar.
'With respect to the ha.me ..work, it will he seen that I have provided. castiron brackets for the larger pieces and wtought-iron loops for the lighter pieces.
The beds. must necessarily be of the same depth in all the various. lengths}
in order to preserve the level of their surfaces when two or more of diiferent
lengths are employed side by side. But to diminish the clumsiness of the
short ones, or weakness of the long ones, their thickness is varied from an
inch and an eighth to an inch and a half, acoording to their length. A1so7
the lighter form, shown in fig. 21 ~ is employed for small pulleys, r<Jds, levers,
or other matters that do not require the cast..iron brackets.1 A set of beds of

t

t

1 These small bcda ue 4 feet long. l inch thiek, and each bar of the pair l
inch on the
face, and t inch ape.rt ; small bolts being kept !or tb.e purpose of connecting them. The intermediate
size may have their bars It inch thick and I! inch deep. being in other re~pects en.ct1y like fig. 20,
and of the lengths 2'. 3'. 4'.
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an intermediate section may be made" if thought necessary.
Bolts also must
be kept assorted in sizes, they being the universal implements of connexion in
this system. 1
(33.) There are many cases in the fitting up of machinery in which it is
required that the two ends of a shaft should be free to receive revolving
pieces, but for which e. long shaft supported on two bearings is not necessary.
A short shaft supported by a -single tube-fitting fixed in the head of a bracket
may be used for these purposes ; but the pressure of the nut of the stem
is not always sufficiently powerful to prevent the stem from slipping round
in the bead of the bracket, so as t.o disturb the position of the shaft. It
is therefore necessary to have a binding-screw in the head of the bracket,
(as shown in No. 6, Plate I.) which effectually secures the stem from this
twisting. One or two of the brackets of each form should be thus provided
with stout binding-screws2 in the head, which are also useful for fixing cylinders
or other pieces in the hole, as shown in fig. 41. (See Art. 37.)
(34.) An example of the employment of short shafts in single tube -fittings
is given in fig. 40. This represents a model of the arrangement of link-work
1 I have already stated (Art. II) that the principal frame-pieces of the system are all to be
united by coach-bolts f inch aquare. Having now explained the!3e frame-pieces separa.tely, I will
give s<Jme useful details respecting the different /ngtka of bolts required, which are ()f Colll"se
determined by the respective thicknesses of the pieces they have to plWl through. Now the bolts
are employed to unite, (lsti) bra.Ckeu to rectangles or other brackets;. (2nd.) brackets or ?"ectangles
to beds or stools; (3rdl') bed& to stools. The actual thickuessea of each of these several combination$
are, (ht,) lt inch; (2od.) from 3t to 31 inches; (3rd.) 5-l inches. Thus about four lengths of
bolts are necessary, in each of which the bolt must be eo long as to allow of a waaher at each end
and a good projection of the screw. Occasionally longer bolts than the above are required ; and
for p ntting together smaller sized frame-work an ass{}rtment of bolts with smaller shanb than the

I-inch. coach-bolts are exceedingly useful: for example, they may be

t". i'', and n"

square, and

(the smalle1Jt especially) may be provided with Hy-nuts.
Messrs. Fenn. of Newgate Street, now keep fo't' sale a very useful kind of small steel and bnms
bolts, the former -h" dia_meter~ the latter t" diameter. of variows lengths. and with hexagon heads and
nots. I have been iot: many years in the habit of keeping ready for use steel and brass 11<.~re'Vs
of two or three of such small sizes~ som.e haring slit heads for the screw.driver. others milled heads
and nuts t:o suit, and also taps to eoit when the $Crews are uaed for connecting pieces that require
a tapped bole. Much time ia in this way saved in the construction or alteration of experimental
apparatus. ~ a general principle iu designing apparam, it is better to connect; parta by bolts
and nuts than by screws tapped into holes. ~ially il the parts have to be frequently taken to
pieces or are likely to he B.ltered. ·
2 I prefer inserting two binding-screws in the bracket-head, at an angle of about 6()° apart.
because two scre-n will gripe a piece of considerably less diameter than the hole, which one screw
will not do~ unless the opposite side of the hole be filed into the form of a V trough.
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by which two parallel axes can be so connected as to revolve simultaneously..

It l$ the element of mechanism which I have explained at p. 18 7 of my
(Principles of Mechanism.> Two No. I brackets are bolted to a 3-feet bed,
which is sustained by feet. Each bracket carries a tube-fitting with a short
shaftl' t inch diameter (or less, if such be provided) and 5 inches long.
A lever arm (like fig. 84} is screwed to each end of each shaft" care being
taken that the corresponding arms are of exactly the same length. I employ
a pair of 6f inches long on one side, and a pair of 4} inches on the other.
'l1hese arms are set at right angles to each other, or nearly so, and a pin (like A,
fig. 84) is screwed into three of them, and a longer pin ( c) :fig. 84) into
tlie fourth. Two wooden :rods are provided with a hole at each end1 to 5uit
these pins, and bored at ea:actl!I tlte Bame clislance1 which may be about 2 feet
6 inches. The brackets are fixed so that the axes of the tubes shall also be
set at the same distance as these holes. When the rods are in their places, as
shown in the figure~ the final adjustment of this distance is very easily made,
as a few trials readily point out the necessary eha.nges.
'l'he long pin serves as a handle to give motion to the machine. When the
two rods are in place, the motion is smooth ; bnt by taking off one of them,,
it can be shown that the system is then capable of two kinds of motion (as
shown in my 'Principles 0£ Mechanism'), and that the change from one to
the other can only be made at the dead points, &c.
(35.) Another way of arranging these short shafts is to have brackets like
No. 2 Plate I., bnt in which the head is larger> so as to admit of an inch hole
being. bored through it. Thus .an adapter can be fixed in this hole by its nut,
and a short -!·-in.eh shaft will revolve in it, and may have wheels, levers, &c.
fixed to it.."l free ends at pleasure. 1
The wrought.iron piece, fig. 21, is alao useful for this object and similar
ones. It is made i inch thick, has a hole one inch diamet.er , at the end.
and a slit, 4-f inches long and iths broad, to receive the bolts by which
it may be attached either to the wooden frame ..work or t.o bracket.heads, &c.
'l1lie inch hole is destined to receive an adapter of an inch external diameter,
which may be screwed fast to the iron by its nut, by interposing a collar
of wood or brass of sufficient length.
As the adaptors are bored of the
sizes of the shafts, we have thus a convenient tube within which a short
J

1

lf the holee in the h:ead of th-e ordinary form of bracket were carefully and cylWdfically bored,
$hafts would revolve in them for this pnrpose; bu.t hole$ in ~al .are: m1uaHy made slightly taper
or conical by the action of the rimer which i1; employed to enlarge the hole made by the drill and
l

~-inch

adjui;t rt to the proper si:ze.

The holes are thus rendered unfit for the steady rotation of a •hon aha.ft.
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shaft can revolve, being retained endlong* as above, by rings or any piece
that may be fixed to it, and the iron can be bolted to the frame-work in
any required position. 1
(86.) It may happen that a number of pieces are required t.o turn freely
about a single axis, as in the case Qf epicyclic traiu, 1 in which a frame containing
· mechanism is made to revolve round a shaft, and the mechanism receives its
motion from a wheel or wheels which are either fixed to the shaft or tum about
it in various ways. Such motions may be mounted by means of a series of
adapters~ put on the shaft in sufficient numbers, and either screwed fast to it
by their binding-screws, or left free to revolve, as the case may require ; and if
the shaft itself be required to be fixed, it must be a. t . inch shaft, secured to
the head of a bracket by a binding..screw.
{37.) .As an example oi the way of building up epicyclic trains, fig. 41 shows
a model of Fergmon's para.dox.3 A, the bed in section; B, one of its feet; c~ a
No. 6 bracket, the head of which grasps a short ·inch shaft in a vertical
position ; D E, a bar of woocL which c.an be made to revolve freely and steadily
about this shaft by means of an adapter fixed by its nut into a hole bored in the
bar, and having its binding-screw loosened or removed. Above this adapter~
another is placed on the shaft, and screwed fast to it by its binding-screw. The
latter adapter receives the central wheel (F) of the system, and thus fixe.i; it to
the shaft.
Two common stud.socketsJ G, II,. are fixed at the proper distances in
holes bored in the bar~ and thus the train is completed. The central wheel may
be of 60 teeth, the intermediate wheel of 50; and for the outer stud..socket {H),
three wheels (of 59, 60, 61) must be laid out, either of which can be employed.
These are so nearly alike, that if the stud be fixed so as to allow the largest
to gear without being pitched too deep, the others will act sufficiently '""ell .
'rhe wheel of 60 being first placed on the stud-socket, and a chalk- mark made

t

on its circumference, the frame may he turned, and the chalk-mark will continually
point in the same direction. Then the wheels of 59 and of 61 being substituted
in turn, they will slowly revolve when the frame is tumed, the one in the same
direction as the frame, the other in the reverse. This apparatus is very useful
to explain the first principles of epicyclic trains.
.
(38.) It would require a greater number of figures than the plan of this
work would admit, to show all the various methods of building up apparatus of
1 A stad-socket will often am!wer the !!lame purpose as the adapter~ and the revolving piece may
then be screwed to the etud by its nnt. _The etud may require to be made of a somewhat different
form ; but as the &tud-eocket is bored I inch. a short i-incn shaft may be substit11ted for the dud.
3 Ibid. p. 371.
' •Principles of Mecharuem: p. 361.
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which the system is capable ; but the few examples which I shall give below
will serve to suggest many others1 and will show the general nature and. appearance
of the machines when set up. With a little practice no difficulty will he found
in devising other arrangements to suit any case that may arise. Every combination
that proYes to be useful must be sket<:hed before it is taken to pieces. 1 Thus
the trouble of contriving the. same thing over and over every year is saved. The
most complex parts may be simplified by ha,ving peculia1' frames or pieces made
for the express purpose; but this should only be done after the combination has
been tried; for one .of the advantages of the system is that it enables us to
try various mechanical arrangements, and to reject or improve them as the case may
be, without incnrring the expense and loss of time consequent upon making
frames and pieces on purpose.
(39.} To recapitulate: revolving pieces are, whenever they admit of it, sup~
ported by aiutl-flOckek, the studs of which are carried by liracleets, whfuh are
supported either on b.ase .. 6<Ja-rrl.s, 1J/it ta6le8, rectan9le11, or by compound frames built
up of beila and reclan1lea, combined with feet, stools, or posts. All these parts are
connected by ()()(U:/J •.f1olta. Other revolving pieces are attached to aAafts by means
of adaptersfcjlancltes, or pinned ritt/js, and the shafts are supported either in carnages,
or by flwe:ftlti1¥JB or cenfre-screwlf carried by brackets and by the system of framework above descnned. Tile shafts are guided end.long by rin9s. The terms in
italics, with the addition of Bplit collars,, lever-arma) loopa, and //O/e..l;loclte, include all
the '' definite parts ,. alluded to in Art. 2.
It is perhaps need.less to say that drawers with proper compartments should
he provided to receive the separate parts of the system) every one of which should
1 lt wa5 fot this purpose that my ingenious pTedeces&or. Professor Farish, d.~eloped the system of
lsometrical Perspective naw so commooly employed. This method. however. had bee'n previously used,
but. I believe. never explained : for example, in volam.e v. of the • Machines Appronvees 7 of the Filench
Academy, 1728. p. 52. tbete ie a large and carefully executed ilngraving of a machine for milling

lead, is-Ometrfoally :projected to scale. The leading lines of the :horizontal planes, howe.ver. instead of
being pl~ed at an angle of 1200. are rectangular, making angles of 4.5° with. the vertical. Thus the
distortion 0£ the plan is avoided. (See alao tom. vii. p. 126.) I have already stated that the $y~tem I
ha,·e endeavoured to explain bas little in common with that of my predeces!Ol", except the idea of
employing the same part~ in the construction of diiferent combinations ot mechaniam. In his system,
the pal"b wete on & much ~maller 111cale ; the toothed-wheel~ were all of bta$:e, and their pitch five to
the inch. which is nearly as small as the Manchester $:.rte~-pitcll, the ten-pitch which I employ being
about three to the inch. AU his revolving pieces were mounted on shafts, and theise were made of
an octagm1 section, i inch diameter. The wheelg, &c. were fixed to them by 4dapt~ (the only
feature, in fact; common to our two sy.5te-ms); and to guide this octagon e:haft in it~ Tevolutfon,
and at the same time to pnv1?nt its endlang motion, two rings were fixed to it at the proper points by
binding.. s.crews : each ring was i inch thick. and consisted of a plain part. l inch diameter and f:11
wide, which revoh.·ed in a hole 0£ the"e dimensions in. the frame-work ~ and of a fianch. or shoulder,
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be carefully put a.way in its proper receptacle when the machines are taken to pieces.
The bolts, washers, &c. should also be placed in drawers, each form having its
own cell. The brackets, rectangles, and sole-blocks are best arranged on shelves.
1} inch diameter and f 11 thicx. which received the bindmg-screw and also governed tbe endlong
motion. 'Thus the neck of the shaft was larger than its own dianieter. Some of the shafts had pivots
turue.d at o.ne end. There W8.$ no provision to prevent the $bahs from binding or jamming in their
guide-holes, which were made ~ufficiently I~ t<> o.bviate this inconv-enience. The frame-work was
built up of b~ of iron, 1- inch !qnare., of which an asisortment was provided of various lengths, some
straight. some bent into the shape of a.n L, some in other forms. These were united by clamps of a
peculiar form, with tbumb-sc~. The entire plan. into the details. of which I can.not further enter,
bad the merit of great simplicity and ingenuity, but th.e machines were apt to appear somev.that
embarrassed aad complieated by the variety of clampa and junctions of the frame..work. Jt is to
be regretted that the iugenioua inventor of this mechanis:rn did not draw up a detailed account of
his system. The gen.e ral appearance of hls models may be gathered from the sketch of an optical
grioding engine appended to his Paper on Isornetrical Perspective. in the first volume of the • Cambridge Philosophical Tran.sact?ons;' which bas abo been copied in Gregory'~ • Mechani~ for Practical
Men.'

CHAPTER IV.
ON THE APPLICATIONS OF THE SYSTDI.
(40.) THE purposes to which I have fotmd

my system applicable may be classed

under four heads; (If) the formation of models of the Elementary Combinations

described in my work entitled 'Principles of Mechanism,· and other similar ones;
(2,) the construction ofsueh machines 88 I select as examples, either of the
principles of mechanism or of the processes employed in manufactures; (3,) the
construction and arrangement of apparatus Cor Experimental Philosophy in general;
(4.) the trial of new combinations and original researoh.
(41.) I will now endeavour to explain more at length, and in order" these
several applications of the system; and first, the E/e'lIIe1liary (J0'I'Ii6i1ll1ii1.ml" nearly
the whole of which I am thus enabled to exm."bit; whereas, if each were oonstrueted1
as usual in such caseS,BS a separate model complete on its own foot or stand,
the expense and bulk of snch a collection would render it impossible.
Many of these combinations consist of pieces of peeuliar forms which admit
of being made of wood, and in which the axis of motion does not even require
a stud-socket. For example, large models to illustrate the forms and action of
the teeth of wheels may be cut out of mahogany~ with the teeth on 8. large
proportional scale, as in the diagrams given in my work, and such wheels will
turn very well upon strong ordinary joiners' screws. In this case I generally
mount the two pieces of which such combinations usually consist upon a bar
of wood, and fix this bar) when wanted for exhibition, by means of a bolt to
one of the posts (Art. 18) or to an iron rectangle (fig. 19), which serves to hold
it up or enable it to stand on the table during the ex.planati~ ., .
In other cuses a little more building is required; thOS,' if the action of
ratchets, cli.cks, and detents is. to beshown~ a cast·iron ratchet",wheel is mounted

on a stud..socket, the stud of which is fixed in a. hole in a board, O.D which
hoard is also properlymollnted an arm for the c1icks~a detent, &e., and the
board bolted to the front of aD iron rectangle or bracket. Here the rectangle,
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the ratchet-wheel, and the stud. socket and struL are general pieces removed
after the lecture, to serve for other purposes: the board with its clicks is
peculiar, and reserved for this purpose alone.
Elementary trains of spur.wheels, of bevels, and mitres, are mounted wholly
by means of the general system of parts. Thus, according to the nature of
the combination we desire to represent, we must either employ a peculiar
construction, frame or pieces, or build it up entirely of the general forms; or,
finally, employ such 8 mixture of the two methods as may suit our convenience.
(42.) Fig. 42 may serve as a specimen of an elementary combination. 'l'his
is known as ROOmerls wheels, (' Principles of Mechanism/ p. 257,) and was
invented by him to effect the varying motion of planetary machines, but will
also serve in any ease where 8 -rotation of varying velocity is required to be
produced from a uniformly revolving shaft. In the figure, the shaft, to which
a handle :r is attached t is the uniformly revolving shaft~ and upon it is fixed a
rone A, fluted into sixteen regular and equidistant teeth, like those of an ordinary
bevel-wheel, but occupying the surface of a much thicker ftustum of the cone
than usual. Opposite to this cone is placed, upon a parallel axis, a smooth
frnstum of another cone B7 of the same angle, but set with its smaller end in
the reverse direction to the first cone, so that its surface lies parallel to the
teeth of the latter,,- and so close as just to escape contact. Upon the surface
of B are planted a series of pins (of hrass wire driven into it), and so arranged
as to faIl in suocession between the teeth of A, when the latter is made to
revolve. As this series is so placed as to be in some parts at the small end,
and at others in the middle or at the large end l the velocity which B receives
from A continually varies; for A and B are a.bout the same diameter at the
remote ends, and at the other ends the diameter of B is considerably greater
than that of A. ThU8~ when the pins that are engaged in the teeth of A happen
to lie opposite its small end, as in the figure, B revolves mu.ch more slowly
than A. When the pins are opposite the large end, ·the velocities of the two
are nearly equal, and between these two extremes the passage from one velocity
to the other may be made gradual or abrupt, according to the path upon which
the pins are plaood. To mount this apparat1lS:. a slit table (fig. 16) is employed
for the base.
The cone A, made or hardwood, is bored with a i-inch hole,
and is fixed on a 't-ineh shaft by pinned rings (fig. 30). The shaft is carried
by tube-fittings upon No. 2 brackets (C,D), and the endlong motion of it
prevented by the handle F a.t one end, s.nd by a shaft-ring at the other end.
The fmstum B is also made of wood, and bored with an inch hole, so as to
be mounted on a long stud-socket which is carried by a No. 2 bracket, B.
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In this model the only peculiar parts are the two cones, every thing else
heing derived from the general system. I have already described two other
specimens of this class; namely, the link-work1 fig. 40 (Art. 34); and Ferguson's
Paradox, fig. 41 (Art. 37).
(43.) The second purpose to which this system is applied is the COllstruction of models of such machines as I select as exemplifications either of
the principles of mechanism or of the processes employed in preparing and
working raw material.
A model of a machine is generally constructed for one or other of the
following purposes,-to explain the use and contrivance of the machine, or its
actual form and construction. If the latter be the object~ the model must
necessarily resemble the original as nearly 8S possible~ anddiffcl' from it only
in material or magnitude; as, for example when a large model is made of a
small machine, as a clock scapementl to make its various minute parts more
clear; or vice verlJil when a small model is made of a large steam engine.
V\then the purpose is to explain and teach the arrangement (or'packinlJ') of the
different parts, and the form and modebf putting together the frame-work,
no deviation from the original, or simplification of it, can be permitted, with this
exceptioD, that as the model is not subjected to the strains which the work
of the original throws upon itsvar10us parts, wood maybe used instead of
brass or iron.
Tile case is very different, however, when the object of the model is to
explain the motions and mechanism of the original.
Real machines consist of a number of parts of various sizes, packed together
in a Cl~bical jvrm in a. frame- work contrived so as to support the pieces in
tlle best manner, and to reduce the machine to the smallest possible compass
consistent with the proper access to th.e parts for oiling, cleanillg~ &c. In such
machines it is difficult even for an experienced observer to see all the parts,
wit1lOUt looking on
sides, or even removing some of them; because they
are placed without any reference to the display of their motions; which are
often hidden by the frame -work and by other portions of the mechanism.
In preparing 0. representation of the action of such 8 machine for the LectureRoom, it is nooessary to alter its arrange;ment by displaying the pans as much
as possible on a plane syst.em, instead of a C1lbical one, SO that one piece may
not conceal another. Instead of ingenious packing of the paris, we must have
them unpacked and laid out, as it were, for inspection, without interfering with
tbeirconnexion and action. Moreover, the frame-work must be kept out of
the way as much as possible. Again, the small parts must be made larger in
J

J

an
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proportion, to render them visible at & distance,
d th larger parts may
often be reduced in scale. All this may, by judicious care, be effected without
disturbing the connexion of the trains of mechanism, or destroying the in..
dividual character of the machine. When a machine contains a repetition of
working parts, as in
inning" weaving~ &c.~ a few uch parts will do better
for our purpose.
o or three real ~ set in a frame, with their proper
d:ra ing rollers ahov~ may be set in motion by a combination built up of
the general pieces aha e d ~ and will en hie
cl
and better idea
to be given ·o f the action of
machines than if
Lecturer was provided
with a complete throstle ..frame. Many sub ·diary oontri ces also, which are
necessary b adjnsbnen or other secondary object.a, and not c8$ential to the
primary work of a maohinei may be dispensed with in an explanatory model,
ot explained subsequently by a model made on pnrpo e.
(44.) As an example of the manner in which the parts of a machine may be
am.nged for Lecture-Room exluoition and explanation, I will to.kc the striking
part of a clock on the :repeating principle (fig. 48). This model contains so
many peculiar parts, and is so complex, that a pr.culiar frame · provided fo.r it.•
(The drawing · made to scale.) The frame cons· ta o a
-board with two
fe (As a)s and two upright pillars (c and D) of inch deal
at :bed ti0 the base,
as shown in the figure. 'I'he left .. hand pilla:r ( c) ·
inch broad and 2 feet
7 inches highs and
to carry the studs upo
hich the train of wheelwork is mounted. and also the hammer I', and bell E. The right-hand pillar ».
6l inches broad and 2 inch higher than the other, carri the snail N, the :rack M,
and the detent L. This pillar stands 2 inches in advance of the other1 and the
pieces which it carries are all made of wood and mounted on strong screws, which
arc quite suflicient for the motion required by these p rt , although they would
not answer for the wheels, &c. on the other pillar. The
· and the :rack have
bosses behind, which
them at the proper distan
from the pillar ; for from
the nature of the machi e t.h detent lies behind th r k, and the rack behind
the snail.. The rack as
projecting knob t the l er extremity., which rests
upon the step of the mail hen it fails. The detent here is of the simplest
constmctirin, oon · ~ ting merely of an arm turning freely o the screw at the upper
end, and having a projecting pin at the lower end, which lies in the teeth of the
rack. It is unnecessary to introduce a lifti«9-pie~e or any other contrivance for
the warni"'!J, because this device is fully explained by a similar large model which
I have, of the count-wheel striking train) which it i convenient to exhibit pre..
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Also the snail (N) is so mounted as to tum on its axis
by stiff friction, and can therefore be set by hand to the proper positions required
for the different hours. The rack (M) turns freely on its centre_. and therefore,
when the train is discharged by raising the detent (L), it falls on the snail by
its own weight.•
The train is mounted on three stud-sockets, and is furnished with east-iron
viously to the

one.

wheels and pinions of the tweli,VJ-pitcA. size.' The lowest stud... socket carries a
wheel of 120 teeth, and a barrel of hardwood, 6 inches in diameter and an inch
thick, to the front of Which is screwed an annuJat. plate of lroll {G), provided with

six pins for the ham.mel'-tail.
The hammer (:t) turns on a stud which is fixed to a block of .sufficient
projection to bring the hammer. tail in front of the plate : to tbe same block
are fixed the hammer.. springs (not shown in the drawin.g) ; the hell (:e) is also
mounted on a block; a slender cord (P) is coiled round the barrel~ to give
motion to the train, and p8$Ses through a notch in the ha.se.-board. The machine,
when in use, is set upon a stool or other open..legged frame that will allow the
string to hang down. and motion may be given to the machine during the
explanation of its action by pulling the string by hand. Aft.er the action of
the parts has been demonstrated, a weight may be hung to the string, for the
purpose of still better showing the effect, by allowing the machine its proper
self..action.
It is unnecessary to employ a ratchet for winding up ; for by drawing the
hammer~tail sideways, so as to clear the plate G_. the string may be wound upon
the barrel.
The wheel of 120, behind 0 gears with a pinion of 20 fixed to the next
stud..socket, ll. This sooket carries in front of the pinion a wheel of 108, and
also the gathering pallet and its hook.
It i"l required that this gathering pallet stand visibly at the end of the aooket,
and for this purpose it is better to employ a stud-socket of the form fig. 11 or
fig, 13, Plate I. (Arts. 6, 7), or to make a stud~sooket expressly fol' the machine in
question, in which the pallet and hook are permanently attached to the front
of the socket, but from which the wheel and pinion can be removed for other
1

purposes!' when the machine is not in use.
The fly it is carried by a third stud at the top of the pillar o, the peculiar
1 In this dffeription I assume that my reader i& already acquainted with the mechanism of the
contrivance-,, the description of which may be found in any tr~tise on clock-work. My object is only

to show the actual construction of the Lectnr·t · Room model.
i

For simplicity sake, the teet.,,_ of the whecle are oot introdaced into the figure.
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arrangement of which is shown in fig. 44, which is a view of the ftYJ &c. seen
from above: a 6 is the pillar; c, a block screwed to it, to which is also fixed
a long stud (5 inches long). The stud carries two separate sockets; the first,
which lies next to the block, is 8 short socket of the common fol"Dl, f inch
in diameter, upon which a pinion (tl) of 12 is fixed, and gears with the wheel
of 108.
In front of this is placed a socket with two branches, to which the ily A
(of sheet iron) is riveted. This fly, 10 inches wide and 4i broad, projects so

far as to enable it to revolve clear of the otb.e r mechanism. It has a senUcireuIar opening, which allows the end of the stud to project and receive a pin
which keeps the sockets in their place. The socket has two springs (e and
f) riveted to it, which are bent backwards, as shown, so as to press upon the
shoulder oC the pinion socket, which may be notched. Thus, when the pinion
turns, the pressure of the springs enables it to carry the fly along with it;
but when the train is checked by the tail of the gathering pallet striking the
pin of the rack, the fly can proceed alone in the usual manner.
By the peculiar disposition of the parts of this model. every motion is
visible during the action of the InaChine. I have also constrncted large models

of the same kind, representing the going part of a clock and the eount..wheel
striking patt.

The above machine is an example of the first method of frame-work, which
I have explained in Art. 8. Every model thus constructed has. an analogy
with a section of the machine made by a draughtsman, or rather with a
machine in whicll, by the common artifice oC representation, the front plate
or some other part is supposed to be removed, to show the mach.iDery. Fig. 43
may be considered as a drawing of a clock, in which the frame consists as
usual of two plates connected by pillars. In such a clock the wheel-work on
the left-hand deal post (c) would be contained between the plates, and t.he detentJ
rack, and snail would be attached to the outside of the front plate. The draughtsman would describe this drawing as tnade under the supposition tha.t a part
of the left-hand portion of the front plate was removed to show the machinery. In
the model~ the employment of stud-sockets enables this part of the plate to be
dispensed with~ without disturbing the arrangement or action
the machine or

or

destroying its identity.
A great number of machines, therefore, in which the framing consists of
two parallel and simila:r frames, connected by transverse pillars or braces, and
supporting shafts or other axes, may be modelled under this system without
materially altering their general appearance" by making one only of these frames
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of the same shape as in the original engine1 and substituting studs for the axes.
The employment of the genera.I system of framing with beds, stools, brackets, &c.
necessarily alters the appearance of the machine, and is therefore not to be
employed when the actual form and construction of the real machine does not
allow of much modification or is part of the object of the Lecture.
(45.) Fig. 45 is a machine to describe the curves that belong to parallel
motions under various proportions of the radius rods and link, and different
positions of the describing point upon the latter. I select this as an example
of the employment of the stool (fig. 24) > the brackets, &c. to the fitting up
of a lighter class of mechanism than the cast-iron machinery hitherto described.
A drawing-board inclined forwards, to make it more visible to the audience,
is fixed to the stool1 as shown. The back edge rests on the frame (Hg. 23),
which is bolted behind the stool, and it is kept in its place by looped squares
(like B, fig. 20), bolted to the front legs, 1 and by a hook.bolt not visible in
the figure, which is pMsed through the slit of the back fratne> these fixing
pieces being lodged in notches cut in the drawing-board.
The instrument which it is the object of the frame to support requires to
be suspended, as it were, over the board> so that its arms may be perfectly
free to revolve, and that their action may be as little concealed as possible.
A parallel motion (see •Principles of llooha-nism,:. page 899, &c.) consists of
two radius rods connected by a link : a pencil is attached to this link, and
when the l'Ods are made to turn about their fixed centres of motion, the pencil
describes a curve, which, under certain proportions between the lengths ot the,
rods, link, &c., possesses the property that a part of its length is so nearly
rectilinear, that in practice it may be employed as if it were a true right line.
The radius rods of the machine we are c-0nsidering are made of sheet iron or
brass, with a slit towards one end and a rivet-jOint at the other, by which they
are united to the link ~ a 6, c d are the radius :rods, and c 6 e the link to
which they are jointed at !J and c : e is the place of the descn"bing point or
1

pencil.

or

'f4e axis of motion
each rod is provided by taking the tube,,..fitt.ing of
a j--inch shaft (fig. 29) > and turning a pi~ of hardwood with a shoulder at
one end, and of such a length as will just project beyond the tube when it
is placed within it. The diameter must just allow it to turn freely and steadily
in the tube. It is bored to receive e. small bolt with a fty-nut. Let the bolt
l One i>f these is ahown in it8 place at
to 1how the notch in the drawing..board.

B,

but is omitted on the opposite side at c, in otdel"
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be now pas ed through the slit of the radius rod, and then through the wooden
axis just described, placed 80 that the shoulder may be downwards and in contact
with the radius rod.
The ooden axis must now be inserted into the tube,
and a
her put on the upper end of the bolt, and the whole secured by the
fly-nut. The nut will, oC course, bind the radius rod fast to its ooden axis,
and the length of the rod can be adjusted befcre the last turn is given, by
means of its slit. But as the ,axis is a little longer than the tube, the washer
of the bolt is not pressed upon the tube, and thus the axis is free to turn within
the tube, and the radius rod becomes capable of steady rotation.
A bed S foot long is fixed.
a bridge over the <hawing-board, i.n the manner &ho . in the figure. By combining at each end a No. 1 bmcket (D) with
a No. S bracket (E), and bolting the latter to tile bed, we obta.in the means
of melining this bed 80 that its lower surface becomes parallel with that of
the inclined board. To the lower side of the bed are bolted two No. S brackets
(1'7 G), which carry the tube.fittings.
Thus the axes of the radius rods are
firmly supported, and yet the frame is kept so hi h and so far backwards as

not to oonceal the action of the rods ad pencil.
1 have not thought it worth hile to enter into the minutim of the construction
of the link and pencil carriage, which am so oontm~ed 8S to allow of ready changes of
length and of the position cf the pencil. In the positions shown in tbe figure} the
curve, whioh is usually a distorted figure of eight. lw two isolated branohes, m n p
and 'I r i, of which the portions m It and f r are nearly rectilinear. By gradually
altering the proportions of the machine, the curves respective1y drawn in each
adjustment are seen gradua1ly to approach each other, and finally to unite into
the single figure of eigltt.
Other varieties of the curve.. corresponding to different combiuations of the
parallel motion, are obtained by fixing the pencil to a transverse bar which can be
clamped fast to the link, so that the pencil is no longer situated in the right line
which passes through the joints of the link. Thus we get curves that belong to such
attangements as that given at page 411 of my , Principles of lIecbanistu.'
In this ppamtus the only peculiar parts arc the radios rods and ~ with the
wooden &Xl hat turn in the tube-tittiDgs: the hole of the frame is built from the
parts of the general system.
.
In a similar manner may be mounted the machine tenned a c geometrical pen,;
or t Suardi's pen,' which I have constructed with lillJteen-pitcn wlteela~ for showing to an
audience the mechanical description of epicyc10ids aDd hypocycloids on a large scale.
(46.) ig. 41 represents an arrangement for the exhibition or trial of various
regulato for mechanism mo ed by weight.
J
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The regulator, which is shown in operation. is of the class usually employed for
the clook..work which ia attached to equatorial telescopes, and is similar in its mode
of action to that description of these regulators which was ilrst introduced by
Mr. Sheepshanks, l but differs in the manner of carrying out the principle, wbich I
have endeavonred to simplify as much as possible.
As my purpose in giving these examples is not so much to describe peculiar
contrivances as to illustrate the method or building up frame..work and machinery
out of the parts of my general system, I shall very briefly describe this revolving
regulator, which is, in the present example, the only peculiar part required.
A vertical spindle A is supported below by a centre-point screwed to a No. 6
bracket (B); the upper end of the spindle is guided in its revolutions by a tuk-:fittino
carried by a bar of wood c n, which is bolt-ed to a pill~ formed of two redan9lea:
the bracket and the lower rectangle are bolted to the &tool as shown in the
drawing.
The spindle has a small bar m pinned to it near its upper end, and a longer bat
of wood p f, pinned to it below. The upper bar serves to suspend the pendulum
rod k q, which; as the figure shows, terminates upwards in a fork which embraces
the bar, and is pierced so as to swing on a steel wire fixed to the bar. The lower
end of the rod carries a heavy ball, and rests, when the machine st.ands still, against
one end of the lower bar at IJ : the othel' end (p) of this bar ca.rries a similar ball to
counterpoise that of the pendulum rod. The details of the upper part of the spindle
are best seen in fig. 50, where they are exhibited on a larger scale.
Between the upper short bfll'. f, fig. 501 and the tube-fitting c d, there is a metal
collar e, upon the spindle, which can travel freely upon it vertically, but is compelled
t-o revolve with it by its connexion with a lever J !J, the fulcrum of which is carried
by the end of the bar at f. This lever expands into a loop which presses against
the ooilar at two opposite points,. and beyond it terminates in a single arm e111 which
rests rrpon a short branch It, projecting from the pendulum. rod just below its fork.
When the spindle revolves., and its speed is accelerated, the ball and rod are
canied outwards by the centrifugal force, and the branch (It) thus raising the long
arm(/;) of the lever, the collar (e) is pressed upwards against the lower su.rlace of the
tube c: tbns a friction is produced which retards the spindle, and prevents its

velocity fr-om increasing.
tro the lower part of the spindle, beneath the long bar p tf, fig. 4 7, is screwed an
adapter, which carries a small wooden pulley, and a larger east-iron one, 'iJ:; the
former to receive the band which sets the spindle in motion~ the latter to act as a
1

See a Paper on these Regulator& l:>y the Aetronomer Royal, Mem. Aftron.
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fty-wheel. rrhe spindleJ with its bars, balls, pendulum rod, lever, &c. are peC#liar
parts, and are therefore not taken to pieces; the adapter, &c. are 9eneral parts,
applied for the occasion only.
To keep this spindle in motion, and thus to exhibit it.a action, the following
mechanism is built up. A t1D0-/eet !Jed (:r) is bolted to the opposite side of the stool
to that which supports the pendulum frame; upon it two No. l brackets (o, H), with
tube-fittings, carry a !-shaft (T) 18 inches long: upon this shaft will be perceived a
drum Q (of wood), a ratchet-wheel, and a large iron band-wheeL 14 inches diameter.
The wooden dmm is fixed fast to the shaft by an adapter; the ratchet and wheel are
mounted on a second adapter,, which is left loose on the shaft ; but n click is fixed to
the side of the drum, which engages the teeth of the ratchet.
A high post (IO or 12 feet high) is secured to the stool by a b.olt1 the head
of which is seen below at lt.; and by a liook-1.Jolt (shown separate at fig. 48),1
which engages the lower side of the upper rail of the stool (behind L). To the
upper end of this post is fixed a No. 3 bracket (M), carrying a f!Uide-pulley N, and
a loop o (like B, fig. 22), to which the end of a cord is tied~ this cord p~ (as
shown in the iigure) downwards and over a pulley P, to which a weight is suspended,
then upwards and over the guide-pulley N, thence downwards t.o the dmm Q.
As the drum is fixed to the shaft, a handle (fig. 34), applied to either free
extremity of it. will wind up the weight, which in its descent gives motion to the
revolving pendulum by means of an endless band from the large wheel. This
band passes over a gnide.-pulley R, similar to fig. 88, Plate II.
To receive this pulley and other mechanism, a 3-feet bed ( s) is bolted against
the front legs of the stool.
It may be required to exhibit the aclion of other regulators,-flys. for example;
like fig. 44, or with longer arms and surfaces capable of being set at different angles.
For this purpose a No. 6 bracket may be bolted at the back of the bed s,
into which bracket the stud of the fty may be screwed, which will thus project
horizontally forward. A pulley must be used instead of the pinion d (of fig. 44),
and a band provided of proper length to suit the great wheel.
The fly may be taken off its stud and laid by, so as not to interfere with the
action of the pendulum, and the bracket must be fixed in such a position that its
l The upright branch of the hook·bolt DI placed in the ltlit of the top rail of the stool. and the tapped.
.end pa.seed through the' poet, and the nut secured. Thus the post ii; firmly fixed against the inside of
the top rail. The crooked lorm of the shank is adopted to give a. fi.rm central bearing to the upright
branch; but in some 1'elative positions of the post and stool (as. for example, when the p0$t ~to be
bolted against the outside of the leg As, fig. 24, the hook being llaerted in the vertical elit of the
leg). thi.! bent fonn is inadm~Ole, and the straight hook. fig. 49, must be ued.
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stud may not interfere with the band of the pendulum. When the latter has been
exhibited and explained, the fty can be readily put into gem\ I tnention these
details by way of showing the advantage of the stlId..socket system in readily
allowing the parts of machinery to' be dismounted or repla.ced before an audience,
by which the explanations and arrangements of a Lecture are greatly facilitated.
If it be desired to' prolong the. motion of the machine., an additional axis may
be introduced into the train by bO'lting a No. 6 bracket with a stud..socket at the
back of s. A toothed-wheel must be placed upon the adapter which carries the
ratchet. instead of the band-wheel, and the band-wheel mnst be transferred to the
stud-sooket, which must also carry a pinion to gear with the toothed-wheel. The
bnlCket may be either fixed between Hand Bl or on the prolongation of the bed
a, at its left-hand extremity beyond H; and if more room is wanted, a 4·feet bed
must be substituted for the S-feetbed s.
(47.) Fig. 46 is a machine to elucidate the laws of friction.
The frame of this machine is built np of four beds. bolted to each other as
already explained above (Art. 16). A fwsh&ft,t 18 inches long, having 8 handle (K)
screwed to one end of it, is mounted in a pair of tllbe.fittingscarried by No. 8
brackets1 one of which only is seen in the drawing. To this shaft a cylinder of
hardwood (.A) is fixed, in the manner already explained (Art. 29), by means of
pinned shaf't~rings. The cylinder is 6 inches in diameter and in length, llnd is
turned. very true and smooth.
Above this cylinder is seen a smaller one~ B (4 inche$ diameter and 4l1ong);
this revolves upon the points of a pair of steel centre-screws, inserted into the
ends of aD iron frame, which itself swings upon another pair of steel centre-screws
inserled in the heads the two No. 1 brackets (c, D):t which are bolted at the remote
ends of the wooden frame: a. trans\tetse board is fixed to the iron frame) upon
which a 71D. weight is resting in the drawing.
A bar of wood (E) is placed between the two cylinders: this bar, 2 feet long
Bud 3 inches broad, is made flat on its lower surface but the edges of the upper
surface are chamfered off so as to leave only a narrow fillet. The bar rests upon
the Iowel' cylinder, and is pressed moo contact with it by tile weight of the iron frame
and upper cylinder, assisted by the 7Jb. weight. The upper cylind,er being, as before
stated, mounted in a swing~frameJ is at liberty to press upon the bar. The far
end of the bar rests upon a roller 1!', the stud of which is carried by 8. No. S 'bracketl'
bolted to the bed between those which carry l,he centre of the swing-frame and
the tube-fitting of the shaft of the great cylinder. 'file bracket in question is~
however, raised to the requisite height by a sole-lJIQcl; (Art. 13.).
One of the beds of the frame is longer than the other, to enable it to

or
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support a Marriott's Spring Dynamometer (G) ~ the latter is fnrnished with a
larger dial-plate than usual (1 foot in diameter), and will indicate p.ressures up
to 25 lbs. Th.is dynamometer has a bolt at the back, by which it can be attached
to any frame (it being a very useful piece of apparatus for various purposes). In
the present machine the bolt attaches it to a No. 2 brscket, bolted to tbe
projecting end of the long bed : tbe sole of this bracket is just visible in the
drawing behind the dial; the bar of wood is linked to the dynamometer.
The action 0£ the machine is as follows : the pressure exerted by the upper
cylinder and swing-frame on the bar, without the 7 lb. weight, but estimated at the
point where the centre of that weight is to be placed, is 7 lbs.; consequently the addition of one or more 7 tb. weights enables us to double or triple the pressnre. 1
H the handle be turned.. the bar :s is drawn between the cylinders, extending
the dynamometer spring as it goes until the resistance of this spring becomes so
great as to balance the friction of the bar upon the lower cylinder. At this point
the bar stops, and the cylinder may be turned, without otherwise disturbing
the index than by the slight variations of friction at one part or other of the
circumference of the cylinder. The weight indicated by the index is plainly
the me~imre of the friction of the materials of which the lower cylinder and bar are
made, under the pressure exerted by the swing-frame and upper cylinder. Accordingly when no additional weight is put on, the index stands at about Ii 1b. The
addition of 1 lbs., as in the drawing, raises the index to 3 lba.; of 14 lbs. to 4i,
and so on ; thus exemplifying the law of friction which declares it to be proportional
to too presSlll'e.
But it will be found, under any of these pressures, that the index remains
stationary at its proper point, whether the cylinder be turned slowly or rapidly ;
that is, that the amount of friction is unaffected by the velocity with which the
rubbing surfaces move in e..ontact. Thus another law of friction is shown which
it is impossi'ble to exhibit to an audience in the ttsual manner in which experiments
have boon made to examine it. 2
1

7

1 ~ preume can be easily and con1'eniently measured, and shown to an audience by
attaching the hook of a pon.able 1pring dynamometet to the swing-frame. and raising the latter
thereby.
2' The law is U\lally experimented on by observing the motion of a sledge along a long horizontal
bar, fot" tb.e purpose of ucertaining whether or no its motion be nnifonnly accelera.ted,-a rault
which can only be accurately attained by a ~trictly level her. and an apparatus conatrocted in a
aolid and exact m.anne:- wholly incompatible with the arra.o,gements of a Lecture-Room, to say nothing
of the care reqllired in observing the law of motion of the sledge.
In accurately determining the pre&&ures Gf the above appaT.a tm, the friction of the upper cylinder
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Lastly, if the bar be reversed ~ as to place the narrow fillet in contact with
the lower cylinder instead of the broad lower surface, the friction under each pressure
will be found to remain the ·same as before. Thus the remaining law of friction
is exemplified, namely, that it is independent of the quantity of surface in contact.
By this apparatus, therefore, the three principal laws may be rapidly exemplified.
(48.} Many machines occur so peculiar in forms and arrangements as not to
admit of or require the employment of the stud-sockets, frames, or other parts of
the general system, but in which the general principles above explained may
still be brought into play ; namely, or so modifying the frames and relative scale
of the parts, simplifying their formsJ< and separating them, as to make every part
and action of the machine, as far as possible, visible at once. 'rhe sectional models
of steam engines which are now so generally employed may be quoted as examples ;
but I have applied the same principles to the construction of many other machines,
of which I will mention only two or three in illustration of the manner in which
I conceive Lectures on Mechanism should be illustrat.ed.
( 49.) A loom with four treadles and corresponding parts is built upon a
single light frame (4 feet long and 5 feet 6 inche$ high) : the rollers, or l>emtt1,
as they are termed, are of mahogany (9 inches long and S inches diameter),
and turn on stout studs fixed 2 feet 9 inches from the ground : the warp
{5 inches broad) is formed of 40 threads of stout white round bobbin, so as
to be visible at a distance ; the hedalea are formed of Imus wire, with a bole
drilled in the middle of each wire, and the trea<iks with their levers and apparatus
mounted on a cross frame, so arranged as to interfere in the least possil>le manner
with the view of their action. The la!J consists of a single bar swinging on a
stud at the top, and having a rail projecting at right angles at the bottom, to
carry the reef/, &c. In lieu of a shuttle I employ a wooden needle, like that
used for netting. This machine enables me to exhibit the first principles of
weaving, tweeling, diapering~ &c. None of its parts are applicable to general
on it$ pivote. and its rolling friction oa the bar. mnst be taken into account; but theae are so atna11
u not to aB'ect the result ensibly.
The rubbing friction ah.awn by tbie engine m not that of two p'-ne 11nrl'acee:. but that of a plane
rubbiag tangentially upon a cylinder~ the contact taking place 1'long a liM imtead. of a p/OM.
BJit these frictions follow the same law~ u is indeed evident, seeing that the amount of rubbing friction
is nnaifected by th.e extent of surface in contact under a given pressure. and il therefore the a.me
whether it be a plane <>r a line. Plane surfaces might be exhibited in frictional contact by me&.ru1
of a. revolving horizontal disk of wood, upon which a small plane surface, loaded with weight.
and supported by a radial bar, swinging round the vertical axil of the diU. might reat. the
!urfaee being linked to a dynamometer.
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purposes, and it therefore remains undisturbed from one Course of Lectures to
another. It may be considered as an example of the kind of models described
at the end of Art. 44~ in which the general appearance of the original is not
materially interfered withI have constructed a large similar model of the
Jacquard loom, the whole mounted upon the stud principle, and the parts of the
Jacquard apparatus on a highly magnified. scale, with a. group of few wires, so
as to make the action of the successive cards perfectly visible. 1
To this also
belongs a model of the machine used for piercing the cards, and several others.
(50.) For rope-making I have also made models of the registering machine
and laying machine, in which the frame-work is constructed in skeleton, and
the machinery mounted. as far as practicable, on the stud system, so as to make
the entire action of these complex and beautiful contrivances · visible. 11 These
models, although constructed with the same kind of cast-iron wheels that a1·e
employed in the general system> are so complicated and peculiar that it would
he absurd to take out the wheels for other purposes. The strands are formed of
soft worsted, and each of a different colour, to make their progress through the
mechanism more visible, while the material opposes little resistance to the skeleton
frame.work. The result, therefore, resembles a bell.rope about half an inch in
diameter. The actual machines must be seen for themselves, and will be easily
intelligible after a sight of the dissected models, the object of which is to exhibit
the principles and action of the mechanism.
(51.) Lastly, I may mention 1J. la.rge sectional model of a complete organ, with
three rows of keys> pedals, and all the usual stops,3 together with the whole of
the usual couplings and combination pedal-work. The system upon which this
is contrived is the following ; The model includes two keys and two pedals,
and may be supposed to be a slice taken out of the heart of the machine by two
parallel planes, the distance of which is sufficient to include the two keys and
all that belongs to them. It is true that it seldom happens that all the appendages
in question really lie in the same vertical plane, but they may be brought into
that :relative position, and in the present case are supposed to be, exactly as they
would be in a section of the instrument made by a mechanical draughtsman. In
1 This m<>del is 8 feet 9 inohea high from the ground : the prism of the Jacquard apparatus is
5 inches equare ~d 8 inches projection, and each face has four rows only of Ia:rge holes. ai:x. in a
row. Fo'IU' in a row would be sufficient.
t The whole of the machinery for rope-making is described.. with many plates, io the • Pro...
feuional Papen of the Royal Engineers.' vol. v.
i Including eleven &tops for the great organ.. and seven each for choir and ewell ; the latter
having a proper sweU..'box with shutters.
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factJ' the model is an acting section on the full scale : but of these two keys, &c.,
the front one of each key..:board has its pipes made of wood painted and represented
in section ; the wind-channels, pallets, and all other matters also in section where
required, and thus serving to show how tlte depression of the central key draws
down the pallet
the great organ wind-cbest~-how the wind-passage, thus
opened, may be made to communicate with the pipes of one stop or other, by
drawn;g the stop-sliders,~ how the other key-boards and pallets are connected,
and how they may all be linked and combined at pleasure by the couplings,
levers, &c., all of which are mounted on studs ; and lastly_. how the draw-stops
may be grouped by the combination pedals.
But the back key of ea.eh key-board acts upon a real pallet, in a proper wind..
channel supplied by real bellows, and the pipes of this hind~r system are the
actual pipes that would be empfoyed in such an. mgan, including a complete set of
one of each stop of Great, Choir, and Swell organ for middle c,· together with a
great pedal-pipe. The wind-channels and pallets of this l'eal system lie exactly
behind their sectional representations, and their levers, couplings, &c. 8l'e of
course mounted on the so.me studs and standards as those of the front keys.
Thus the front keys show the visible action of the maehine,--the hind keys,
the audiole action; the front pipes exhibit the interior form and sections of

or

the different stops,-the hinder pipes produce their real sollllds.
To separate more distinctly the interwoven mechanism of the three key-boards
and the pedals, different colours are employed. 1 The cut parts and connooting
links of the great organ are painted blue ; of the choir, yellow ; of the swell,
red; and of the pedal, green.
By this machine> which is, when mounted for exhibition1 very large (13 feet.
long and 8 feet 6 inches high), I am enabled to explain this most curious instrument mechanically and acoustically ; to show the qualities of the different
stops. their harmonic relations, their combinati-0ns, and the use and arrangement
of every part of the instrument.
A single~key system might be used, in which the wind.channels might be
faced with glass, to show the motion of the pallets ; bnt this is not so perfect
a representation of their action and, of the distribution of the condensed air
as by the dooble system I have adopted. In all models of the kind above
descn'bed, the acting parts should be, where practicable, made exactly 88 if for
1 This plan is ueful in many cues ; for example, in a large sectional steam engine I have
i-inted all that belong• to the. steam, grey• to the condenser, yellow; to the warai water. blue i
aud to the cold water. green:.
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real use. Thus the set oC pipes were made for me by Gray, and my audience
are thereby assured that their forms and voicing are genuine. So also real
shuttles, spindles.. reeds, &c. should be obtained from the proper makers, in il.lus..
tration of tlie processes to which they belong, as well as specimens of the products
in various stages of preparation and or the raw materials.
(52.) The third application of the system is to the construction and arrangement
of apparatus for elucidating the principles of Statics, Dynamics, or other branches
of Natural and Experimental Philosophy. For this subject a great quantity of
apparatus exists ready-made in the shops of the mathematical instrument makers, the
accumulation of many centuries' work of contriving philosophers. But by the applica.
tion of the system described above, I am enabled greatly to reduce the stowage space
required for such apparatus, principally by dispensing with the frame-workf whichJ
in the common forms, is usually made expressly for each machine. On the contrary,
by building up frames for this purpose, I am enabled to display such oombinations
on a much larger scale than usual, and of course in greater number and variety.,. In
apparatus of this class; however, the peculiar moving parts require to be made light,
and with as little friction as possible; and the frame-work often :requires posts and
gallows-frames, as for suspending pulley systems, collision balls1 strings with-weights,
often led over pulleys in different direction.~, and so on. The guide-pulleys which I
use for machinery are too coarse for this purpose, and I therefore employ pulleys of
the form represented in fig. 81. This pulley, of brass (made under my directions by
Watkins and Hill), is 2! inches diameter, i inch thick, as light as possible, and
mnning with very little friction on a small steel pivot-screw, and is mount.eel in a
brass frame provided at the back with a clamp-screw, the opening of which is
sufficient to enable it to grasp a piece or frame-work a full inch thick. The posts
and beds already described being too clumsy for this class of apparatus, lighter
supports for the pulleys and strings are provided~ one of which is shown in fig. 28,
which consists or a bar or wood l inch thick and 2 inches wide, attached to a block
similar in form and dimensions to the sole of the cast..iron brackets. Supposing this
sole to be horizontal, the fiat sides of the bar are vertical ; but it is inclined slightly,
as shown in the figure, so that when a weight is suspended from one of the pulleys,
which may be clamped to any ~ of it. this weight may hang freely downwards.'
The weights used with tJm clus of appant\l& for etatical experiments are usually cylindrical. and
rarely greater than 24 oc., which are nearly 2 inches in diameter. A silk line paa~d over the pul1ey
iu the drawing stands only half an inch from the surlace of the p0$t to which the clamp is fixed. and
th~refare. without incliniu.g the pos.t in the manner shown.. the large weignte wolild not hang free.
The clamp might be crooked so u to throw the pnUey at a greater die.tance from tb.e poet.. but it$ form
:ia then more cl:umay. I have several pttlleys of tlm kindi in whicli, inetead of the clamp behind, "
1
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This machine I term a pul/ey"'}J08t, and I have some inclined to the right, ancl some
to the left, and others perfectly vertical. They are employed by being bolted to. the
beds1 rectangles, or stools of the usual frame-work, which, as it will easily be seen,
enables frames to be mounted so as to convey strings, weights, &c. in any of the
varied directions required for apparatus to elucidate the laws of statics, the mechanical powerst &e. For the latter purpose they merely require the addition of an

inclined plane1 a wedge, &c., which being bolted to the same frames,. the pulley..
posts must be adjusted upon these frames so as to place the pulleys in proper
relative positions.
Fig. 27 is an example of a frame convenient for suspending various pieces of
light apparatus-. This consists of two i1'on rectan9lea, connected and kept at the
proper distance unnder by a 6ed 4 feet long, o:r more, if necessary. The uprights
and transverse piece are made lighter; they each consist of two hal'8 of wood (see
Art. 32),. screwed together with two blocks between in the form of a light lied~ so as
to leeve a slit .for a small bolt with a fty.. nut+ S.ueh bolts are au.ffieiently strong for
this. class of apparatus, and are employed t.o connect the horizontal and vertical bars
of the frame. and also to connect the latter with the rectangles below. Many
other oombinations will, of eoursa, readily suggest them.selves to any experienced
Lecturer.
(53.) In contriving apparatus~ I have had frequent ooeasion to employ pasteboard where lightness and stiffness are required> and especially where it is nec.essary
to combine diagrams, coloured figures, and letters of reference.. or any kind of
drawing or writing, with the moving parts .of the mechanism. The past;e..:board
should be of the stout kind which is termed sixteen-sheet paste.board (a full h'' in
thickness and 24µ X 19"' surface), and is covered on ea.eh face with a white, or
rather light grey~ smooth pape:r which will take ink and even water-colour, so as to
admit of diagrams being drawn upon it. or letters of reference. 1 The thickness.
makes it unmanageable with scissors or kniYes, but it can be readily out with a small
pair of tinman's shears, mounted in the manner described in the next Article, ·and
mortises or apertures can be cut through it easily with joiners' chisels or gouges and a
mallet, or with gun.punches. Its thickness enables it to be used for small tablets
upon which to fix light specimens of seeds or o~ small objects of natural history,
or impressions of seals, &c. in the drawers of a cabinet. When used in combination
atem is fixed. which n tapped with a strong screw. and hat!! a nut. Thua the pnlley..frame can be
·b ed in a bracket-head, or carried by one of the loopt!, fig. 22. B:ut the clamp-pulley will also grup
the bracket.heads and loops. $nd will angwer the aame purpoee.
I I ba\le always proeu.red this material of Maen. Wilson. Ricba:rd. and Co •• 26. St. Martin'• Court,.
Lefoate" Square. For finer work. the thickest Bristol-board may be 1uh$tituted. u its colo1.1r aud
eurface enable any kind of graduatiotis or colo11ra to be applied to it.
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with the other median. m descn"bed in the foregoing pages. as ror dial-plates,
scales> or diagrams, the pieces of paste-board may be fixed to the frames by small
bolts or clamps uniting them to the iron loops (fig. 22). or to the pulley-posts
(fig. 28 ). or in any similar manner, as the case in question may require ; and if the
pieces of paste-ho~
U> revolve, they may be mounted upon the amaller studsockets~ adapten, or other contrivances.
But paste-boards may be combined in the form of ario
li , exceedingly con·
venient for the illuatration o many bjects, and the parts of
solids so connected
that the component p·eces may be separated and laid Jlat, thm allowing them to be
kept in portrolioa. Thus models may be built up, representing complex architectural
trncturea in section and elevation, combined with the plau ; also, solids bounded
by vertical planes, and abowi.ng the relations of strata for geological pmposee, the
dispositions of mines, the arraugement of oomplex frame-work. and a variety of
other cases in which drawing can be combined with so1id r presentation. If
much drawing and bright colours are require!l, I usually employ stout Bristol-board
in combination with the paste-board, and my general method is to dra the plan
of th structure in qu · n, be it a b~ a section o ground, or a frame, upo
one or more abeeta or the paste-board. whlch are then united together> and at the
same time raised an inch and half above the ble by being seemed to a pair·
of ooden ban 1 by small bolt.a with tbmnb-nuts.
uaily a part only of the object
to be shown is given in solid, and the rest in plan; as, for eumple1 when a building
is explained by making a transverse section and supposing one half to be removed.
The half-plan that is exposed is carefully delineaW ; the solid part of the building
oonstrueted of vertical aheets of Bristol-board, with proper pieces for the roof, as
the case may be; long narrow mortises are cut through the base~board, and the
vertical pieces are provided with corresponding tenons, whieh Bl'e passed through and
secured each with a pin be tb.1 The edges of these pieces are either connected in
the same way> or, if poesible. merely hinged in the common manner by cutting the
l The bolt. are h inch
• ad have thin aq1111n head.a.
inch tq'UR. The ban are m
inch and & half high and m inch ad a ~ broad. and ha'Ye t. tat ahallcnr groo"e tauk aloug th •
lower ~ inch wide, which name. the head.a of the bolta and pnr+'ftlt. thau from twUting. Kola
ve bond through the ban at repJar internla of 4 m.d:a.ea. and of thae ban there are prorided
~ pain of fi.e dUfermt Jeagtlul. &om 2 feet to 6 feet. ho bare lel'ff for each ~board
plan. and they may be eet at the diltance required by the nature of each model. ud the hol~ for the
bolta punched through the put.e~board1 accordingly. Some modeJ1 require no .-icb foundation, u
they m•y be hinged to a ilat bue. and tamed up like a bm, or be aupported in other ways that will

t

nadilJ occw.
' The bue-boarda are railed abaft the table, to aDmr of th
mortiaea..

t.euou bang puetd thro~gh the
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Bristol-board half through,, or by pasting cloth slips along the 'joints, so as to allow
the model to be unfolded and laid ftat when out of use. A .solid being thus built
up in the form of the bloek of the building, the details of the sectional sides and of
the elevations oan be supplied by drawing ; ~nd thus we obtain a model which
shows the relation of the several parts of the structure to each other and t.o the
plan. Shifting pieces may be employed to show varieties. or to assist in the
dissection of the structure.

A simple pamllelopipedon put together in this manner 1 may be supposed to re..
present a block cut out of the ground by four vertical planes, its upper surface being
the surface of the ground {and therefore inclined, iC necessary). By proper painting
of the four sides we convert it into a geological model to show the intricacies of
strata, or into the model of a mine to illustrate the shafts and galleries. in which
case the raised part of the model should be combined with a portion of the plan,
as in the manner described above for a building.
The paste-boards may be sometimes united by means of little hook.bolts made
of brass wire with nuts, instead of the mortises and pins. The nuts may be made
like those used by piano .. forte makers and organ builders. These are of thick
sole-leather, cut ont by a centre-bit, of whieb the chisel part bas been filed away.
-W"ith .such a bit, the little roun·dels may be cut out of a sheet of leather with great
rapidity. The centre-pin of the bit must be a little reduced and sharpened, and the
hole which it makes serves for the wire. The wire must be tapped with a coarse
sharp th.read, and will cut its own way into the nut. These hooks save the trouble
of cutting the mortises and tenons,. as each book requires only a hole in each of the
two pieces which it serves to join. Many other modes of oonnexion will occur"
which I will not weary my reader by detailing.
(54.) The shears will be mooh more managea.ble if mounted in tne way
represented in fig. 51. This shows a pair of hand,.
liig. n.
shears, as they are termed) one foot long : such
shears are usually fixed in a vice when wanted.

Now; from the nature of this implement, any thin
material, as A . B, submitted to its action, is, as fast
as it is cut, slightly diverted from its course. The
half which is on the remote side of the figure is
turned upwards in the direction c D, and the

F

B

Many of my readers may recollect th-e models of tbia kind which served for the illustration
of my Lectures on Ec-c1es~tical Architectnret at the &yal Inttitution, .Albemmie Strf!et. in 1846
and 1847.
1
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nearest halt downwards in the direction :& P. If the abeam are fixed in a
vice, this lower half encounters the upright ·c1e of the vice, and · tamed
abruptly downwards into the OOW'8e indicated by the dotted line BG.
This
bruises the paste-board. and soils it so as to make it useless, go that cardmakers
ually employ shean the blades of which are long enough to extend
completely over the sheet. But this effect may be got rid of by fixing the
shears as shown in the figure. A wooden bar (B) is provided, about l root
long, 4 inches "Wide,, and 1 inch thick, which may be fixed in a vice, or to
the side of a table, or even held between the nees.
The fixed leg of the
shean is clamped against the upper part of the bar by two hook-bo , the
nuts of which are on the remote side, and a hallow groove is un in. the
faoo of the b , to ieceive the leg and keep it steady. Thus the shears can
be readily removed when their edges require grinding. As by this disposition

the face (a) of the bar lies a little behind the vertical plane which passes.
through the edges of the hears, it is plain that the lower half ( z 1) of
the separated mata1al no longer encomrtas any obstacle, and is at liberty to
travel onwards in tb.8 direction E P, which it receives from the shears. The
upper half glides over the hand of the operator.1 With this arrangement a
pair of ebeaTI the blade or which is but s inches long will readily cut a sheet
of paste-board or mill-board 2 feet or more in length.
(56.) Fourthly and lastly, I have often applied the parts of my system to
the oonatruction or trial of new mechanical ·combinations, or of apparatus required
for original research. It will easily be seen that the revolving oontriv
described
above are only necessary in anch cases as may require machinezy ; whereas
the sY*tn of frame-work is very geoorally applicable to philosophical apparatus
in which mechanism often forms no part, and in which the principal portions
must be of peculiar forms, but require solid frame..work to keep them in their
relative positions.
Every experimental philosopher must have experienced the vexation of delays
in his ieaearo'hes occasioned by the difficulty of getting apparatus made for trials,
and of altering it Fhen trial has suggested change and improve nta. To
obviate this impediment t.o research, apparatus ahould be designed in the most
general manner possible ; the parts that require peculiar forms be brought
within the narrowest limits ; the connexions an.d frame-work lnade by pieces
that will eel"Ve for various purposes, and which tnay therefore be provided beI II uaed for tin plate. it ~oald p?OOO.bly cnt the hand instead of gliding.
n
obviated by b iog a ~ h ndle to the ~bean.. either borW.'lltally or vertically.

·
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fore-hand, and kept ready for use. Those parts that l'equire good workmanship should be carefully distinguished from t~ose that do not, and may therefore be constructed by an inferior and less expensive cla.'s of workmen ; and
although in this manner the resulting machine will often turn out somewhat
clumsy, at least this advantage is secured, - that if it prove successful, small
changes may be made and tried, and finally a complete and especial frame may
be, if neoossaryJ designed 'With cortfidenoe after experience has shown wllat is
really required.
On the other hand, if unsuccessful, the parts will mostly be
ready to be employed again for other purposes.
The system which I have endeavoured to explain in the preceding pages
offers many examples of such constructions and of universal methods of uniting
and generalizing the forms of framing~ and of various parts of apparatus.
It
would occupy too much space were I to pursue the subject by describing at
length other machines which I have from time to time constrooted, in which
the same general principles have been kept in view.
In the present wo1·'k I have confined myself to those details which I have
found of the most universal application ; and I trust that it will be of service
by furnishing suggestions for the improvement of Mechanical Apparatus, and
thus facilitating the important researches that depend thereon, and contributing
to further the great work of Education by supplying new implements of instruction.
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